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t OR THE 
ROUTES LEADING FROM THE INDUS TOWARDS QUETTA 
AND PISHIN. 
P A R T  I. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 03' THB COUNTRY. 
C H A P T E R  I ,  
l V o t e ~  olt the proviace of Kach Gaac2d@a ov Kachi, and the parts of the 
proviqzces of Sarawh~ aad JhaZawri~z in. zoAich tAe Bvcihui'ck ra@ge lyiltg 
between KacJd aad KheZht and Quettl~ is hzctzded. 
KACHI, or Kach Gtandhq is described in  Lockhart's Gazetteer cc as n 
province of BiIGchistfin bounded on the north and north-east by the Marl 
and Bu'gti country, on the south by the dcscrt stiip sepaixting i t  from 
Sind ; on the east by Sind; and on the west by the I-161s Mountains. Its 
utmost length from noytli to south is about 120 miles, and in breadth 
the habitable and fertile part of it is little more than 60. The province 
is watwed by the BolGn, Miila, and NAri rivers. It has no marked 
natural features, ancl its sl~rface is nearly unillormly flat; and, except 
within the influence of irrigation, or after successive seasons of favorable 
rains, may be termed a desert. 
" In  summer, its climate is proverbially sultry, and i t  is very 
subject to the phenomenon of b&d-i-simdm, a clesert blast which is 
described as i~avelling in a very narrow current, " cutting like a knife," 
and destroying life in every form wl~ich it encounters. In winter, the 
climate is temperate, and at that season the I<h&n of KllelLt, and the 
wealthy Brhhfifs, ns well as the Rind BilGchis, resort to i t  to escape 
from the rigorous cold of the highlands. The capital and winter resi- 
dence of the IaBn of Khelht is GandBvn, but Bagh is the most import- 
ant town of the province. Dtidar, near the mouth of the Boliin Pass, 
forms a third town of importance, but there are numerous villages, such 
as Kajak, Lehri, Haji-ka-Shahar, K6ti.i and Mi~pnr, kc., &c. 
"The priaciPal  characteristic^ of tlie province, then, aTe its extent of 
level surface, its excessively sultry climate, its scarcity of w ~ t e r  for 
agricultllr:ll Purl'osm (~vhich restricts cultivation, 110th as to q ~ ~ a n t i t y  
v;lric?ty), :L~lJ, coinl):tr;l.:ltively with other parts of the ICh6n of Khe18tJs 
tcrritorie;, its a i l~o~ul t  of population and its a1)undance of towns or 
villages. 
c 6  I t  is iu~l:lhitcrl by three very distillctly marked races-the JAts, the 
Rinds (including the Alaghzis), ancl the Brilxdis. 
cc 'Ttie nntalral of ICachi are very limited; a Few saline 
3 V C ~ ~ J ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~  on its bare plains, and a belt of jungle, intervening 
ctwc:en II:lji-k~~-Sl~:~ll:~r and Hagtl, is composed of stunled mimosas and 
bSr trees. 'l'l~e vicinities of totvns ancl villages are distinguished by 
groves of the salric trees, but of more stately growth. A t  GandLva, 
lonS noted :I,: tilt: nboilc of the great of the land, are gardens, whore 
orange, li~lira, :~n~l ,  i t  iq said, 111nngo trees thrive. 
" 'rhe climntc, nlreiidy ~ul~favorably mentioned, is most nosious f r o m  
tht~ ~iloutll of .Ipril to tlint of August, cluring which period communi- 
c:~tio~lr n c ilc.:lrly susI~cnilcd, niicl travelling is attended with great risk, 
not only fro111 t l~u  1iot winds, bnt from tho deadly einanatioils from the 
lwotctl soil. 
" I<:lchi is now consid~~ed the moq0 va1u:tblc portion of the KhelAt 
dnnlinior~s, it.; co~~llnerci:ll inll~ortaiicr arisiilg fro111 the ci~cumstance t h a t  
tllrou!:l~ it 1)a+*111~ two y e a t  t1iorour:hf:~res bct\vcen Sind and the north, 
~i:., t Ilc r~)iztc.; 1)y tlic Bolhn wid 31613, both of which defilcs debouche 
on its 11l:iin~. IjVIicre \v:lt~r is :~v:til:!bIc, thc soil is fertile to a very h i g h  
(l ty: .n~. 'I'illl pop111ati01i 1l:ls been cstiniatcd by AInsson a t  100,000 ; b u t  
t l ~ s  11roI):~l~ly is only applied to thc JGts, who, thouf;h generally nomaclic, 
do l~o t  quit  I 1 1 ~ 1  ~~rcb~~inc.t r of ile provinec ; and does not incl~tde the winter 
rtlsidt~~~ts, I ~ ~ A I L L ' I ~  :nlil Bil6~1i.~' 
TYith r(q!.,!rd to bfitl-i-silnlim, the blast of death, which prevails at 
cer[:lin sl!:~:olls in linehi, Dr. Coolr predicates as follows :- 
l i  1.~1.--I l is silddcn in its :ittaclr. 
" 21~/l.--It is sometin~cs preceded by a cold enrrent of air. 
" :jr//.-lt occurs in thc hot lllontlls (usmblly June and July). 
" -1lA.-It ta6c.s l~lace by night as well as by clay. 
" 5th.--Itsr cource is stwight and defined. 
" Ijt&.-Its passage leavcs a narrow t~aclr. 
" 7th.-It bums up or destroys the vitality of animal a d  vegetable 
existence in its path. 
" 8th.-It is attended by a well-marked sulphnron~l odour. 
" 9th.-It resembles the blast of a furnace, and the current of air 
in which it passes is evidently greatly heated. 
" lOtA.-It is not accomp,ulied by dust, thunder, or lightning." 
Blr. A. W. I3ughes says of ICachi- 
" I ts  chief characteristics are its level ~ ~ r f ~ ~ ~ ,  excessive heat in the
sllmnler s~asoll, ant1 a t  times its great scarcity of mater, TVlliC]l latter 
d r ~ ~ ~ b a c k  makes agricultilral operations in this province a, very hazard- 
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regards elevation, no part of being much higher than 500 feet above 
sea-level. On the west and north-east it is surroullded by hills, those 
on the west being the lofty barrier of the BrAh6ick Moulltains, through 
which, by meails of the B o l h  sand Mfilm Passes, i t  has comm~~niaation 
with the upper or hill country of Sarawiin. 
"The rivers, or perhaps it would be safer to call them the mountain- 
torrents, are the Bolbn arid Mhla, iunning down the great clcfts o r  
passes in the Takai3i (BrhhGiclr) range, ancl entering the plains of ICachi, 
the forrner near the town of Dbdar, and the latter between the villages 
of Kotri and Jhal. Here are also the N5ri and Lhi r i  streams; of the 
two, the NAri is the largest aud more important. It rises, i t  is believed, 
to the north of the Sibi (or Siwi) district belongirig to Afghanistan, 
and enters the plain of I<achi, about 12 miles east of Diclar. When in 
flood after heavy rains, i t  is a strong and turbulent strea,m running 
through the whole length of the province, ancl joining even the waters 
of the Indns, in the canals a t  Ichaho-Gktrhi, in  the frontier district 
of Sind ; but, a t  other tim.es, it is for  months together allnost dry, and 
as its stream is said at  such a time to be dammed up, for irrigation 
purposes, in thc Afghan clistrict of Sibi, little or none 1s left for the 
rnore thirsty soil of the plain country of ICach Grnnd6vq till the rainy 
season sots in, when its bed again fills, to the delight o:f the J i t  culti- 
vators. There are numerous other springs and rivulets flowing from 
the Briihfiiclr range, its mountain-barricr on the west; but these, after. 
a very shoiqt course, lose tliemselves in the put or desert lying between 
them and Sind. This desert tract, known as the "Dasht-DedrirJJ or ti~ccless 
waste, is betyeen 30 and 40 miles in width, perfectly Hat, and has a 
firm dry clay surface. W:tter is obtaincd wit,h some dificulty dnring 
the cool season from wells oi! g ~ ~ e n t  depth ; in the sultry sununer months, 
this tract is almost impassable froin the absence of water, and the pre- 
valence at  that season of deadly hot winds." 
Hughes also notices the great prevnlence in  ICachi of dusk-storms 
and of the bid-i-simGin above allucled to. 
Y'ou~ils nn,d 7.'2'2I!nge.r. 
The cliief to~vns in I<achi are 13BghJ Galldiva, DBdar, and IC6trd. 
B@h, the conlinercia1 capital of ITachi, is situated on the route from 
Shilrarpur t.o L)Bdas, ailcl is 37 iniles S .S.X. horn the latter place. 
It is seatecl on the NAri river, wliich at tinles overflo~vs its banks 
and inundates the snrrounding country ; but- for tl1c great part of the 
year it is allnost dry, ancl water of a braclcish and miwholesome charac- 
t e ~  can tllen only be obtained from ialllrs arid wells. The neighbourirg 
country is said to he very fertile whcn irrigated, proclucing large quan- 
lities of jowAr and l)ijra, but otherwise i t  is a barren, treeless of 
hard-baked clay. Uigh is now saicl to possess about 2,500 or 3,000 
inhabitmts, :~lthough formerly inore populous, 
Ga~z/Jliva, the political cal~itsl of ICachi, is situate on a small torrent 
running from the Brlhfick r:Lngc, and is nil the route of the it l i la 
Pass, distant 40 miles S.E. from BAgh. It is a smaller town than 
Bhgh, and merely clcrives its iinportance from being .the winter 
resicleilce of the KhAn of Iihelbti. 
~ ; d ~ ~  is seated on the BolBn river, about five miles east of the 
entrallce to the Boltin Pass, and 37 miles north-west from Bigh- It is 
suprlied pure and good water from the BolLn river for a great 
of tlla year, but for the reinaindw iecourse is had to water from 
the wells, is brackish and unwholesome. 
rphe heat at DBdnr is said to be most inteiise. The number of 
inhabitants is about 11,000. 
KGrd is a cluster of villages belonging to the ~ l t a r z a i  family, of 
w]lich the Khhn of f helit is the head, 
The villages are sajd to be neat and prosperous, po~sessing comfortable 
dwellings, garclens and trees round them. 
, Kdtd or B.r&dicL Rcvnge. 
To tile north and west of Kachi lie the Hi16 or Brhhdick Moun- 
tains, form the most impo~tant feature, in a military ~ o i n t  of view, 
of Enstern BilfichistLn. 
The portion of the range of \vliich this notice treats, extends from 
Quetta in tlie north to Kozdar in the south. 
LoclrhartJs Gazetteel, says as follows :- 
"This system is composed of a succession of mountain-ranges 
which, rising from the plains of Kaclif and the 1nd11s Valley, tower one 
above the other in successive steps, until, having gained their maximum, 
they s~tbside in lesser and lesser ranges westward. 
"Their general directioil is from N.N,E. to S.S.W.; and this uni- 
formity of stlike is wonderfully prcswved throughout. 
"The mass is broken throngh a t  two points, viz., by the Bol6n Pass 
at its northern extremity, and by the M61a Pass near Gandha .  
" I-Iere tlie ranges are t~vistecl out of their original direction, and 
run towards the N.N.E. Through these two great channels the 
principal drainage of the country is effected, producing the Bolbn 
and M61a yivers." 
The route from Kachf to the upper or hill country of SarawAn is 
usually by one or other of these two passes. They are descyibed in 
detail in routes Nos. 110 and 21. 
Hughes mentions nine other passes whch leacl fibom the of 
Kachi to the  highlands of Smawhn and JhalavLn, vi#.- 
1. Xuhan-ka-~asta-1% miles north of Shfiran, and near the  sulphur 
mines. Roads from Bigh in Kachi lead to this pass; it abounds in 
numerous strongholds, well calculated for sheltering marauding parties. 
The country beyond the plain entrance is very broken and intricate. 
2. GnzaA-I-Ias thee  entrances-&.st at Shbran j second a t  MblrhAli, 
1 3 miles S.W. from Shbran ; and thkd, Tmg-i-Gszak, wllich follows 
the couyse of the Gnzak river. Roads from Gandava lead in2;o this 
Pass. The path, throllgh n portion of the tl&d entrance, is so 
difficult as 'to need the assishnce of ropes get through it .  After 
heavy r ~ n ,  water snddeilly rises to from 60 to 100 feet, carrying every- 
t~hhlg before it. Half-laden camels perform the journey to ~ h ~ l g t  from























3. M&h-ka-rnsta.-Entrance from plains 12 milea N.W. from 
K6trB. A very difficult pass, and so named on account of some wooden 
pegs fastened in the face of a precipitous ridge of rock 30 feet high, 
t o  assist the traveller in ascending and descending: is impracticable 
after rainfall. 
4. Lama% (or MziIEj) .--Entrance from plains six miles west from 
K6tr8. Ascent very difficult in parts, and goes by Zehri, in JhahwQn. 
Half-laden camels pei.form thc journey by this pass from I<6tr& to 
KhelBt in 15 days, IC8sids (foot-travellers) in 2& days. 
5. TuJE~TL-North of Ladan Pass, and is entered from R6trg.' 
Is rarely travelled over, owing to the many difficulties presented. Half- 
laden camels perform the journey to Kheltit in 12 days, Kiisids in 3 
days. 
6. FagAan-Is the direct road from the village of Stinni, in 
Kaclli, to Yhelht. 
7. Bhore-Direct road leads by this pass from Nowshera in Kachf 
to RhelAt; meets the road from SLinni by the Nagan Pass near GeptQni, 
about 30 miles from IChelAt. 
8. ShadiAar-Is about 25 miles south of Jhal, in the Maghzi 
oountry. Very little is known of this pass, but it is said t o  be avery 
dificnlt one t o  get through. 
9. Ndrmak-Is nort11 .of the sulphur mines near Siinni. Little 
or nothing is known of this pass. 
None of these pa>sses is likely to be of use for the movements of 
troops, the 33016~ and Mdls being alone available for this purpose. 
Z'o quote again horn LockhartJs Gazetteer-<(Lying in the bosom 
of the momtains are numerous valleys and plains. They have, natu- 
rally, a like direction t o  the ranges between which they lie, and vary in 
height according to their position, so that almost any desired temperature 
and climate may be obtained, from the sub-tropical of Sind to the 
temperature of Khel6t. 
"The highest ranges are clothed with juniper trees, which yield 
excellent firewood and durnblo timber. 
"The H&l& and S6limhn ranges are connected by the Ma14 and 
Bdgti hills, a large off-set extending eastward from about north latitude 
29" 30', and joining the ShlimBns in the neighbourhood of Harrand." 
~ h e s i  hills will be noticed fuyther on in speaking of the Marf and 
Big65 countiy. 
On emerging from the BrAh6ick range, the plateaus stretching 
from Zollrab to Quetta w e  reached. 
This country may l ~ e  described, on the whole, as favorable to the 
movements of troops in the spring and summer : here and there, there 
is a sca~,city of water. In the winter, the cold ie intense and forage 
very scarce. 
Lockhart gives the following descriptioll of Sarawin, which aeems to 
apply equally to the northern part of Jhala~vin included ill this treatise :- 
(( A few sle~ider rivulets and torrents, transient andpaytial, are f o u ~ l d  
only scantily distributed over its wide surface. To compellsate the defici- 
ency, a cool temperature, the result of elevation, is favorable to vegeba- 
tion, and allo~vs the soil to reta,in for a s d c i e n t  period the moisture 
supplied by the vernal mains, so as to ensure generally good gr~tin- 
harvests. Owing to the same cause, the hills ancl plains are covered i n  
upring ancl summer with a profusion of flowers and grass, affording 
excellent pasturage for the nuinerous floclrs of sheep, constituting the 
primary wealth of the Br6hfiis." 
I-Iughes writes as follows :- 
" It is ill the valleys among these hills " (speaking of the BriihLiiclc 
range) ''thrtt towns, villages, a d  cultivation are found ; and though there 
are no rivers in the province excepting * The Hanna Rows from Sir-i-Ab tilc bore+ in the nol,tl-L, the  
to Quettx, skirting the  west of the 
valley and joining the Lora nem l3olriil and Mdla (and these two latter 
Ispaugli. are merely ?noustaz'n-to7.~e1zts on a large 
scale), there are nevertheless numerous 
rivulets issuing from the hills, as also Iavcies or sulsterra,ilean aqueducts, 
mhick lead from tllc bases of the hills tomarcls the centre of the valley, 
and these, conjointly wit,h occasional rain, supply all that is necessary 
for irrigationnl purposes. Tlie names of the various valleys ly ing  
on the Briihilickplnt'eau in tliis province, with their &reas, ancl such other 
inf ormition conl~ected with them as is obtainable, are given in  the follow- 
ing  stntenie~it :- 
. . --- ... . . ~ - ...~ - 
1. Q u e t t a  ( o r  
Shal). I 
Name of valley, 
Roil rich and good ; cult ivatio~~ comprises 
wheat, rice, matl~le~, tobacco, lucerne, 
~nr lo~ts ,  apricots, pettchcs, ~~ lun i s ,  apples, 
qniltces, n~ulbei~ies, grapes, figs, pume- 
grnnates, alld walnuts; the grasses arc 
nu~nerons. 
Is south of the Quctta VnIley. Soil l ight  
nnd sandy, but ntore stony than t h a t  of 
Quettn; productio~~s-wheat, aud ga rden  
produco generally. 
Estimntccl 




Situate south of the Quetta and IZnnhi 
Valleys. Soil l igl~t and rather ttandy, but 
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-tile same as those of Quctta, hut b e ~ t o r  
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'Is south of the &Iangachn~, Valley. The 
soil nlld productions arc not lrnown.* 
6. Zidrat I s  west of the G i r h i  Vallcy. Soil and pro- 
ductions uot ktlo~vn?* 
Soil is good ; productions u~e-wheat, bnr- 
ley, millet, j o w & ~ ,  lucerne, tobacco, tar- 
nips, cnrrots, lettuces, mdishes, onions, 
beetroot, cucumbers, melons, and many 
lrinds of fruits, ns at Milslling. 
8.Dbnppar ...I ,.. 1 ... 1 1s west oE the Zihnt  Valley, and is larqely 
oultiv~ted ; its melons arc later in season 
than those of aheltit. 
9. Kntringrl . ., 1 16 1 6,900 P 1 Soil of this valley is good, and it ia well 
cultivated nt i t s  northern end. 
Soil in some perts good, more especinlly to 
tho south, wllerc tllere is a fz~ir aulount 
of cnliivation ; hnt  i n  others there is 
merely an outcrop of common salt in  
an oflorescent shte. Productions not 
1rnown.K' 
* Piobably much the snmo ns the otlicr ~alloys. 
There arc also four valleys in Jhnlawbn, of which I-Iughcs writes as 
follows :- 
" Soh~kJ, situate in the north-wcfit, has n good deal of cultivation, 
and is fairly waterecl. From its great altitude (being between 5,000 and 
6,000 feet above sea-level), it is cold and dreary i n  winter, but in tlle 
summer displays much luxuriant verdure. 
" Zeki, another of these valleys lying to the eastward of SohrLb, 
and containing several villages, has a comparatively fertile soil, and is 
watered by numerous rivulets. It produces grain, pulse, and vegetables. 
" The Ba,qhwlina Valley lies a considerable distance south of that of 
Zehri, and is surrounded by high ranges of limestone hills ; it is fertile, 
and possesses several villages, but, as its elevation (4,400 feet) is cousider- 
able, the cold in the winter senson is severe. 
" I n  the valley aivc numerous $a,rdeas and orchards, and, besides an 
abundailcc of gmin and grass, it produces figs, apricots, pomegranates, 
apples, plums, grapes, and melons. 
" The valley of I<liozdar, south of that last mentioned, is extensive, 
but in parts fertile, well watered and highly cultivated; in others it is 
sterile, $tony, ancl much cut ulp by ravines." 
Hughes writes as follows regarding the climate of this of 
Bil6chistAn :- 
"At KhelBt and other elevated towns and villages on the ~ r i h d i c l c  
plateau, the summer season, which includes the months of May, June, July, 
and a part or perhaps the whole of August, may be hotter than tha t  of 
the British Islands, that is, the intensity of the sun's rays may be 
greater ; still, the weather itself is decidedly less changeable, and, as Cook 
remarks, ' is seldom or never broken up into short seasons of heat and cold, 
by  the occurrence of rains and cold winds, as is so often the case in 
E ~ g l a n d . ~  During the months of June, July, and August, the hottest 
in the year, tlie extreme nzazim~rm heat recorded at Khelit, which is 
about 6,800 feet above sea-level, was but 103', while the extreme rnigzimzrm 
was as low as 48'. It is the same relatively a t  other towns and villages 
seated on this lofty plateau, though in point of position it must be observ- 
ed that Khelat is the highest in elevation of them all. The 
minds me westerly, but they blow from other quarters occasionally. 
"The exciting cause pyoducing this westerly wind is belicved t o  be 
the  great heat arising from the sultry plains of Kach Gandfiva, which 
induces a steady current of air to blow from the west, so long as this 
cause is in action. Heavy storms occur a t  times in the hill country, 
but  the regula~ annual rainfall appears to be connected with the South- 
West Monsoon, as the steady clownpour generally takes place about the 
latter cild of July, which may be considered to be the height of that  
season. The winds, however, which bring i t  up do not on this plateau 
come direct from the south-west, but, crossing the easternmost range of 
the  Brihliick mass, reach i t  from the east. The fall of rain on this plateau 
has been noticed to be considerable in a short time; that is to say, it is 
very heavy, but for a short period only. During the winter season the 
cold on the ele~atedpo~tions of this plateau is intense, and its keenness 
is increased by strong north-easterly winds which generally blow about 
that time." 
Towas a.nd Villages. 
The principal towns and villages on the BrBhliick ~ la teau  a1.e- 
KheZht, the capital of the KhLn, about 6,800 feet above sea-level, is a 
fortified town built in terraces, and has three gates. It stands on the 
northern spur of a limestone hill called Shah Mirclan, The streets are 
extremely narl.ow, tortuous, and dirty. The bazar,,of Khelkt is reported 
to be large and well supplied with all kinds of necessaxies, and the town 
itself is furnished with very clear and pure water from a styeam which 
rises fromthe base of a limestone hill on the eastern side of the valley. 
There is a palace belonging to the IChgn, who resides here during tlie 
summer months. The town is principally inhabited by Br&hGls, 
Hindhs, Dehwars, and Babis. 
MnstZi1zg is 61 miles north of Khelit and 42 miles south from 
Quetta. It is nearly 6,000 feet above sea-level, and is situate 14  
miles from the extreme northern end of the valley of the sallle name. 
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inhabiting tlie town are the Raishi, SherwBni, MahmfidshLhi, Banghlzai, 
und a Eew Ueh~vars. The town of Mastung is entirely surrounded by 
garclens and orchards, in which tlie finest frnit in BilfichistBn is pro- 
ducecl. The climate of this place is considered to be milcl and salu- 
brious, ancl Cook states that i t  is very much warmer throughout the 
year than either KhelQt or Quctta. Those of thc inhabitants who can 
do so, migrate during the minter to the lowvlands of ICach Gandhva. 
Qusdda is situate at  the northern eiid of the valley of the same name, 
and is on the direct ronte from ICandahar to Jacobabad and Shilraq16~ 
wid the Bolrin Pass, being at the samc time very conveniently placecl as  
regarcls ICheltit (from xvhicll i t  is clistant BY miles) and other Biloocll 
'to.ivns. It is 5,600 feet above sea-level. I n  summer thc climate is very 
pleasant, the heat being tempered by cool breezes from the lofty hills 
which on all sicles surround the valley. Nnmerons gardens ancl orchards 
abound in the suburbs, ancl the water-supply is good. 
Boclinjo, 14 miles sonth from Khelht ancl 29 miles north of Sohrdb, 
is a large village with about 900 inhabitants. It is freely irrigated 
by numerous hill-streams, and is on high ground, about 6,580 feet above 
sea-level. 
The principal tribes who inhibit the c&ntry described in this 
chapter are- . . 
Tl1e JdLi, an agricultural and :pastoral tribe who form the bulk of 
the fixed population of Kachi Lockhart's Gazetteer says-" They are 
iclentical wit11 the Jetic or Gothic tribe of J i t s  settled in I-Iinclfist~in, 
but, where met with in Bilfichistin, are invariably Mohameclans. In 
ICachi, the JBts are either cultivators or camel-l~reeclers, but t o  the north 
:md west of that province they are more often Eouncl as itinerant pro- 
fesuors of h ~ m b l e  arts, somewl~at like gypsies. Their settlements in 
ICachi are of so remote an origin that the J&ts now appear as al~ori- 
ginos.-" 
The sub-divisions of this tribe are numerous, ancl their language, 
which is known as the JQtki, ,is closely allled to Sindhi ancl Pinjibi. 
The J i ts  cultivate the lands of the Br6116is in ICachi, who in the 
summer months repair t o  the hills, ancl only reside in Kachi cluring the 
winter months. 
'I!l~e B~dhdLs are thc clominant and most numerous race in Biliicliis- 
tAn; they principally live in the rnountainous regions of Sarawin and 
Jhalamin, descending to the plains of ICachi cluring the Minter months. 
The tribe is sub-divided into numerous sections, ~vllom i t  is nnneces- 
saiy to mention in cletail here. 
I n  religion thcy are SGnni Mohamedans, allcl do not seem to be 
bigoted or fanatics~l. Pottingcr gives them a high chai-acter, as the 
following extract from his Travels will show :- 
CC The Bmhdis are equally faithful in an adherence to theii. promises 
and equally hospitable with the Bilhchis; and, on tlie tvllole, I greatly 
prefer their general character. 
B 
From what I have already said on it, i t  is evident that  they are 
a more quiet and industrious class, and their habits are decidedly 
averse from that system of rapine and violence pursued by the other. 
Nor can we fairly ascribe this to any seutiment aave a good one ; for 
in personal bravery aud endurance of privations and hardships, the 
BrihGis are esteemed superior to the inhabitants of all the neighbouring 
countries. Their Chiefs exercise a much more despotic autlro~ity in the 
various tribes and kheils than among the Biliichis, and the people are 
equally tenacious of their respectability, though they obey them from a 
different feeling . 
cc In manner they are mild and inoffensive, though very uncivilized 
an3 uncouth; but, as the latter is evidently the effect of a want of 
worldly knowledge and guile, their awkward attempts to be civil please, 
because me see that they are incited to make them by a natural pro- 
pensity to  oblige, unaccompanied by any interested motive." 
The DeJwa~s  inhabit villages about Khelht, Mastiin$, and Tiri : they 
are an agricultural people, their language is Persian, they are believed 
to be of the same stock as the Tajiks of Afghanistan and Turkistan. 
The principal BilGch tribes who inhabit ICachi are the- 
Ddmblris ... ...] 
Homar6ris ... 
Jaltr&n.nis ... ... of the Rind tiibe. 
Jalliifs ... ... 
Jamfilis ... ... 
and the Maghzis. 
Of these, the JalrrBnfs and Ddmblris are the most numerous and 
powerful : they were formerly noted for their predatory habits, but 
have of late years taken to more peaceful pursuits. 
The Maris and Bdgtis who also have some connection wikh ICachi 
mill be noticed further on. 
The Maghzts have their chief town at Jhal in Kachi, 24 miles from 
Gundiva. They are said to inuster Z,000 fighting-men, and have an 
inextinguishable feud with the Rinds. Tlieir country is well supplisd 
with watei; and fertile. 
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C H A P T E R  11. 
No. 1 From I To I By what place. 
Barshori _.. 
Dera Bfigtt .,. 
' G m d k a  ... 









DBdm 8 , .  
.*.... 
Dera Bligti ... 
... Quetta 
Takari Pass and Panderan. 
Mfila Pass. 
@nd&va and Shdran. 
ShQpur, Lehri and Nittri. 
Sori IChfishta and Ztn-ka-tdmb. 
Shhhph and Sangsila. 
Gandtii. 
Dfizd-i-lrhfishta, 
Shfihpfir and Lehri. 
... Dost Muhammad Karez and 
Ispangli. 
13 1 ,, . . . I Kandahrr . . . I By lrafila road. 
Larkh4na .. . 
P P  ,.. 
Kamber and Jhnl. 
Jhal. 
Entrance to Mfila Pass 
by Tophoi mouth. 
Gand&va .,. 
Paisht K h h a  (in the 
Xfda Pass). 
Bandow&Ia, Dero Bfigti and LBhri. 
Ld Goshi. 
Sori Drishak Pase. 
KhelLt 
20 Sakkar ,.. 
. 99 . . . ;Tacobabad, Gan:lkva, the Mfila 
Pass, Khelht and Mastung. 
Quetta ... Shil~arpdr, J~cobabad~ D a r r  and 
Bolan Pass. 
( 12 > 
I 
No. 1. 
BaTShori to Gwtdliva vi& fla%jeThi. 
1. sABJERANI-15 miles- 
A village of gome 200 houses situahcl on the balllk of a 
SUllplies scarce. Water muddy and slightly brackish; obtained 
from 200 or 300 well shafts in the bed of canal 16 feet below the 
surface. 
country a level signs of considerable cultivation. 
Road along the course of a dry canal f0; some 4 miles passing 
abollt 2 lniles south of Kikri. A small hamlet of about 20 houses; 
aftermarcls proceecls across a level plain passing the village of Busllker~ 
180 houses, within 2 miles of Sanjerhni. 
2. GUNDLTTA-~~ miles-27 miles. 
Roacl good ; at 4 miles c1:oss the Nara; soft, muddy bottom about 
3 feet deep in A~~gnst;; afterwards c~*oss the Gnndiva of a siiniltzr 
deptl~. After heavy sain this stream rises consiclerably with a strong 
stream. Fordable, except after heavy ran .  
(See ATo . 21 .) 
NO. a.  
' D e ~ a  Bz62i to KaBan. 
1. SANGSILA-21 miles- 
Level route down the Sehhf valley, following the water-cou~.se 
chiefly on its h f t  bank. The last few miles the route is commanded 
by low hills on south. The plain a t  intervals is covered with jnngle 
11 of tamarisk and camel thorn. 
No water can be calculaied on en ~ozcte, unless there sllonld be 
temporary wells in the Selldf bed. These vary, season by season, 
according to actual requirements, but are often met with about 
6th mile. 
A short distance from the Sangsila camp (cast) lvlluing water is 
found in the Sehaf. 
FoY camping ground, see Sangsila No. 17. 
2. KAEIAN-18 miles-39 miles- 
A t  b ~ t  the route lies ~orth-north-west, crossing Sangsila water- 
course, and &el. sl~irting along lover spurs of the hills running 
of S~ngsila valley, enter dry bed of Iton~o tvatcr-cou~se, which 
is followed northerly for a short distance, ~vhcncc steady ascent 
commences to I-Iinjiri hill. Altitude 1,700 feet, in olle spot very 
narrow (bet\veen two sandstone slabs, which, however, could be cut 
or bhsied for artillery). Descend from IIinjiri ridge ratller abruptly 
I '  
to the Hinjiri watering-place, distance 5 miles. Tl.lis is only 
ii spot on this mxl~ch where water can be calculahd upon. Hence 
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111. IIcl~ce 
a steady slow ascent to foot of Nigslri ICotal. Road very difficult for 
guns, which is reached in a b o ~ ~ t  2 miles. 
Elevation 2,200 feet ; ascent in about 1 mile G O O  feet to summit; 
total fcet 2,800. 
Prom Nigari Kotal the Naf6sli pass is viewed, a11l)earing distant 
3 miles, the wliite limestone road being clearly distinguished in the 
darlc; higher ridge running east to west. 
From Nigari crest descend 200 feet rathcr rapiclly, rtncl crossing 
that plain i n  a nortll-westerly circuit sweep round to foot of NaEuslc 
range, very difficult for guns, whicl~ is reacheel at about 12 miles ; the 
last mile is stony with two small ravines, which might give a 
little tl~ouble to artillery; tllence to Icahan, G miles. 
There is a second r o ~ ~ t e  which is reported to be quicker for horse- 
men, and wvhich might be practicablc for laclen camels, uiz., leaving 
on the right (east) the Pator water-course and tunnel, ascend a low 
ridge of hills; thence ascend Ling Larz over Oinri valley, Ilanazai, 
and ihe Lashar riclge ; difficult, but not a long ascent, across Bohri 
ancl Pashin, which leads to ICahan. 
No inclividual hill in this route is as tiresome for laden camels a-s 
t l ~ e  Nafhsk; but the route generally is stated to be more trouble- 
some and laden camels are not usually taken by it. By horsemen 
and lootmeil it is innch freq~zented. A horseman despatched by t l l i ~  
route, leaving Icahan (sunrise) 6-30) reacheel Sangsila a t  11-30 at a, 
walk, and thence arriveel a t  Dew B6gti in another 4 honrs ; total 9 
hours. At  a push, this might be done in 74 hours on one horse. 
No. 3. 
Gzwdnud t o  ICeZut hy the I'alca~i Pass and Prmdnran. 
1. KOTRA-5 miles 2 furlongs- 
Road good; crossed by the n1~1lah nullah. Water 2 feet deep, but 
easily passable. Water plcntiful at Kotla. 
%. GURAIBP-14 mniles 4 furlongs-19 miles G fnrlongq- 
Roacl good, excepting near Icarikasun, where the road is rugged 
and precipitous, but passable to baggage ponies and mules. Watcr 
abundant a t  Gurm611, and camping ground good. 
3. PUTUTC (vid Madgin)-1G miles-35 miles G furlongs- 
This route is clifficult; b ~ ~ t  the road is passable to ponies and m~zles 
with light loads; At Madgin tliere is a scarcity of \vator, there 
being only one spring, and a meagre supl~ly from it, except during 
i;lie rains. 
PUTUIC (vi$ Takari Pass)--11 miles-46 miles 6 furlongs- 
This route is almost impassal~le to baggage animals, and altogetl~er 
impracticable for the passage of troops in any number. ' Water very 
plentifnl, and a good camping gronnd at Pnblk. 
No. 3-cofitd. 
4. KUCH KAB-7 miles-53 miles 6 fuylongs- 
Road very bad, being very stony and rugged. Baggage could only 
be carried, and with difficulty, on mules. Water abundant, and ti 
good camping ground. 
5. ZURAQI-8 miles 4 furlongs-62 miles 2 furlongs- 
Road fair. Water from hills crosses the road at Zuragi 1 foot 
deep, G feet wide. Bad ground for camping, especially for horses. 
6. SUNI-7 miles 4 furlongs-69 miles 6 furlongs- 
Road fairly good. Water scarce, there being only one well a t  
Suni. Grass and food, procurable from the hills. Bad ground for 
camping, especially for horses. 
7. NAWGANG-10 miles-79 miles 6 furlongs- 
Road fair. Surrounding country at  Nawgang open, and grass 
and fodder plentiful. An excellent camping ground. 
About 5 miles south-vest of Nawgang lies the village Gut, the 
residence of Shdar Gohr Khan, a chief of great locd influence. 
8. PUNDARAN-I2 miles 4 furlongs-92 miles 2 furlongs- 
Road good, and water plenti€ul along the vhole march. alere is 
a large spring and good camping ground a t  Pundaran. 
9. I(APOTI3 (via" Tadm~1k)-I5 miles-107 miles 2 furlongs- 
Road difficult throughout, especially a t  Talaruk, where it is pre- 
cipitous in parts, and baggage could only be carried on mules. Ten 
good wells. &ass ancl fodder, procurable, ancl fair camping ground. 
ICAPOTE (via" Nichera)-17 miles 4furlongs-I24 miles 6 furlongs- 
This road is preferable to that virZ Talaruk, with the exception of 
there being a defile about 80 yards long, 6 miles from ICapote, so  
narrow that it is impassable to laden camels, and this obstruction to 
the passage of baggage renders it  difficult if not impracticable for 
the passage of troops in any force. A t  Nichera, which is 10 miles 
f ~ o m  Kapote, there is a large spring and good camping ground. 
PO, I<[(ELA.T-~~ miles-137 mileg 6 furlongs- 
Road good all the way. 
No. 4. 
Gzcnddva to Khoxdar 63 the Mzila Pass. 
Road unmade, sa,ndy, but fairly good. A t  5 miles c~*oss the River 
Mfila with a little water in it. General diitection west-south-west. 
Camping ground open and clean, south-west of town. Supplies 
abundant. Water abundant. 
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2. PfRCHUTTAR-8 miles-15 miles- 
Rough, stony, unmade road crossed by water-courses, wllich require 
bridging. General direction south-west. Camping ground open and 
sufficient for one regiment. After crops ase cut there would be more 
room. This remark applies to all the camping grounds in the M61a 
as far as Nai*. NO supplies. Abundance of good water from hill 
stream. Borage scanty. No supplies. Height above sea, 580 feet. 
3. KOHAO-10 miles-25 miles- 
Road for the most part in the stony bed of the M6la River, which 
is crossed frequently. Water with an average depth of 1 to 2 feet. 
General direction south-south-west. Camping ground open and good. 
Supplies none. Water abundant. Forage scarce. EIeight above 
sea level, 890 feet. 
4. PANIVUNT-8 miles-35 miles- 
Road stony and bad, in bed of 1,iver. General direction south. 
Camping ground good and open. Some forage. Water abundant. 
Helght above sea, 1,240 feet. 
5. HATACHI-12 miles-45 miles- 
Road as before. General direction south-south-west. Camping 
ground codned. Green forage procurable. Water abmdant. 
Height above sea, 1,700 feet. 
6. P I R  LAKA-11 miles-56 miles- 
Road, or rather track, better. The boulders in the river bed not so 
large. General direction south-south-west. Camping ground very 
confined, barely room for the detachment. Water abundant. Height 
above sea, 2,240 feet. 
'7. NAIL-7 miles-63 miles- 
Road as before. General clirection south-west. Camping ground 
extensive on south side of river, in consequence of no crops being 
grown at present. Borage scarce. Water abundant. Height above, 
sea, 2,400 feet. 
8. GURU-16 miles-'79 miles- 
Shingly track, good for horses and caillels. General direction for 
8 miles south, then south-west. 
Camping ground very confined. Water good, 6 ltutcha wells, and 
abundant. No forage or supplies. Ati 11 miles passed Gaz. Hardly 
any water. Ileight above sea, 3,700 feet. 
9. KIIOZDAR-20 miles-99 miles- 
Road fairly good. General direction west. Camping ground 
spacious, east of Toron. Supplies abundant. Forage good, and water 
from hill stream abundant and good. Height above sea, 3,860 feet. 
No. 5. 
Irrott~ Jkco8ubncl $0 DlccZa?. vi& Bulzdriv~ ulzd Shzi~an. 
9. GUN DATA-^^ miles viR Kands and Udana, 63 miles vid SanjerBui. 
(See ATos. 1, 20 and 21.) 
10.  SIIORAN-20 miles-83 miles- 
l t o d  narrow and bad, intersected by many nnllahs and canals; 
country cultivated for 64 miles, the remaiucler wastc and jnilg!y. At 
6 miles pass Gajan, a large village and f o ~ t  with cultivation and 
running water. A t  134 miles Miti, a small fort and two villages; 
4 mile further cross a river, broad and shallow with s sluggish sti*eam. 
The hills approach near the road at Sht~ran. Supplies procu~able. 
Forage scarce. 
11. SUNNI-23 miles-106 miles- 
Indifferent road, generally mgged and stolly, skirting the hills on 
the left; the last 2 miles very stouy, like the bed of river. A t  1G4 
miles pass h e  kutcha wells with a good supply of water. Country 
on this singe a stony desert. Supplies scanty. Water abundant from 
n h e  stream. Forage scarce. 
1%. NOWSI-IERA-18 miles-124 miles- 
Tllc first 5 miles over s tolerfibly open road, then 4 miles over a 
rugged, stony and sancly road through the Sdnui Pass, the remainder 
over level ground. At 164 miles a large open village with running 
water and cultivation. Nowshera is s good-sized village surrounded 
by a high mud wall. Supplies and water abundant. Grass is procu- 
rable, but forage for ca~nels scaul;y. 
13. DADAR-S miles-132 miles- 
(See ivu. 20.) 
NOTE.-Distances aro reclconed by road to Gundhva wid SBnjai.ini. 
No. 6. 
&om Jncobabnd to DarZar viCt SIEdApir, Jehrz'antZ Mi$tri. 
1. MoSBFFARKI~ANA-7 miles- 
Road over a plain, intcrsccted with water-courses, i n  good order, 
Nulliills bridgecl. Water obt-ainxble only from s canal, which forme 
the cast boundary of camping gronnd. It is very mucldy. There is 
also a well with good water. 
2. s I ~ A H P O R - ~ ~  miles-31 miles- 
Road over the Ilatchi desert, hard ancl level, csccpt the last three 
miles, which is over heavy sand. Watcr good and pleutiP111, No sup- 
plies. Forage and grass plentiful. 
8. CI-IAWAR-11 miles-42 miles- 
E r s t  7 miles heavy over sand, the rest over hard plain. Water bad .and wells vcry dhty. Supplies and oragc abundant. 
canals ; 




















4. P ~ L B J ~ - ~ o  miles-52 milos- 
Road good, but with sevel-a1 small bands across it, which are had 
for guns and carts : 4 miles through cultivation, then through jungle. 
Water good and plentiful. Supplies and forage abundant. 
5. LEHRI-15 miles-67 miles- 
Road throughout bad. Two nullahs have t o  be crossed at  1 4  miles 
from Pdliji which give trouble to guns. A town of considerable size. 
Water good and plentiful in the winter. Supplies ancl grass procur- 
able. Camel gmze not abundant. Water scarce in the spring. 
6. M~CH-16 miles-83 miles- 
7. MITTRI-16 miles-99 miles- See No. 17. 
8. DADUR-15 rniles-114 miles- 
NOTE.-This route was travelled by Lioutonant H. J. Lystcr, R.A., in February 
1878, in charge of heavy guns an& carts laden wit11 ordnance storos. 
No. 7. 
~ a c o k a r l  to Bera Bzigti. 
1. DIL MORAD-9 miles- 
The route is by the frontier road which is made and good. 
2. GOMNBRI-18 miles-27 miles- 
The route is by the frontier i40ad which is made and good. 
3. SORI ICOSI-ITA-18 miles-45 miles- 
The road is good over CcpatJJ as far as ISudu, 5 miles, then over 
sandy plain. Water procurable by d i ~ g i n g  in bed of ravine. No 
supplies. Forage abundant. From Son IC6shta there is a good road 
t o  Gand, 10 miles, whence there is also good road to Mnnd or Zin-ka- 
K6mbJ 8 miles. 
4. Z A R ~ I - 1  0 miles-65 miles- 
Road good over sandy plain, and hard pat. Water, supplies and 
forage as above. 
5. ZTN-ICA-KOMB-7 miles-62 miles- 
Road dificult from Zarani at first lies through the Lali pass, 1 
mile in length, afte? which i t  traverses a distance of 3 miles to the 
main range of mountains forming the southern boundary of the Bugti 
hills, and illen ascends gYadually for 2 miles to the pass of Zin-ka- 
K6mbJ which i~c so steep and narrow that guns must be unlimbered, 
and &awn up by manual labour. Water from a cleft in the rock 
450 ya~de to the east of Zin-ka-IC6mb. Supplies as above. 
6. IC~MBI-10 milcs-72 miles- 
Road g o d ,  at &.st crosscs a tahle-land, between 2 ancl 3 i~iiles 
broad, whence it gradually descends to Icrirnbi, on the north sicle. 
Water abundant ancl good. Supplies as above. 
C 
No, 7-colztcl. 
7. DERA B ~ G T ~ - - 1 5  miles-87 mirnes- 
Road good. Six miles from Icdrnbi enter the plain of Dera. The 
stream can be turned by those who hold the pass. whence the spling 
issues. Water abundant from canal from s p r l ~ g  the g0l.g.e of the 
hills, about 2 miles north-east of the town. Sul)~lles moclerate ; but 
forage abundant. 
No. 8. 
Jacohadncl to D e ~ a  Bdgtd. 
1. MINOTI (OR BY h~os,&.l?FAR KI-IANA)-%O miles- 
See Bonte No. G. 
2. SI-IAHPOR-14 miles-34 miles- 1 
5. ZEW&3II--10 miles-65 rniles- 
Roxd level, but heavy. Water from stream. No supplies. Forage 
procurable. 
G. MARL0 KOSI-ITA-14 miles-79 miles- 
Road crosses three steep and difficult passes a t  6 miles, 9 miles, and 
10 milcs. Water scarce in pools. Grass and forage procurable. No 
supplies. 
7'. SANGSILA-15 miles-94 miles- 
Road generally good, but over broken Water plentiful 
and good from stream. No supplies. Forage procurable. 
8. DERA BOGTI-18 miles-112 miles- 
Road good up the Sinf valley. Water supplies and forago abund- 
ant. 
This latter 1-oute, althongh longer in point of clistance, would be 
more suitable for the movements of troops as the hilly country is 
avoided. 
No. 9. 
Kasmov to Dera Bdgt4 vib Galzddi. 
1. SUf -20 rhiles- 
water  good. No supplies. Road good, the last 4! miles over snlld- 
hills. 
2. HYRLN-8 miles-25 miles- 
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3. GANDOI-15 miles-43 miles- 
The road is quite good over the Mat plain. Water and forage 
abundant. Supplies procurable. From Ganddi a road goes t o  Mand, . 
7 miles, and joins road from Sibri; 4 miles from GandGi a road goes 
to Sori KGmb, 4 miles. 
4. SORI ICDMB-'I miles-50 miles- 
The road is fair. Water and forage procurable. 
5. DORIAMAND-10 miles-60 miles- 
The road is clifficult over the Zin range. Water and forage procur- 
able. No supplies. 
6. DERA BOGTI-7 miles-67 rniles- 
The road is good. 
No. 10, 
Kasrnor to Dera B2igl.i vib Ski. 
1. SOI-20 miles- 
The road' good, the last four miles heavy over smd-hills. Water 
good. No supplies. 
2. D~ZD-I-IC~SI-ITA-19 milcs-39 miles- 
The road goes up the becl of the Sori, and is heavy in places. Pass 
good. Water and grazing at Hyran, 8 miles. 
3. ,901 KUMB-8 miles-47 miles- 
The road is clifficult over a continuation of the Zin range. 
4. DERA B~JGT~-12 miles-59 miles- 
The ground is very broken all the way from Sui Kumb to the 
Dunhni Pass over the main range. This is very difficult, and lies up 
and down a clry water-course much blocked up by huge masses of rock. 
This crossed, the road goes across the Siaf plain for 4 d e s .  
This route is very difficult, and is thought to be barely practicable 
for artillery. 
No. 11. 
ii Xasn&ov to Da'dm vi$ ShdA~dr and LeRri. 
I 1. DREICBN-12 miles- 
r, Over a hard clry plain, wl~ich is above Indus level. Water is 
scarce, but camel forage is procurable ; very little fuel or grass any- 
where. Supplies to a certain extent could be got at the stages in the 
Kachi. 






3. DODA ICI-IAN-ICE- GOT-^^ miles-36 miles- 
As above. 
4, GORAN~R~-12  miles-48 miles- 
As above. 
5. OCH-20 miles-68 miles- 
As above. 




7. CHATTAR-11 miles-91 miles- I 
E 
a 
8. P ~ L A  JL-1 0 miles-101 miles- / 
9. 
9. UHRI-15 miles-116 miles- 
See Nos. 6 altd 17. I 




11. MIT'ELI-16 miles-147 miles- 




No. 12. I 
Kekit to Qzletta 4 Bost Nahomed liarez mzd Ipangl i .  I 
I 
1. ~1lXdNf-8 miles 2 furlongs- I 
Road over a cultivated plain ; a small village and aqueduct ; water 1 
plentiful ; supplies and forage procurable. 1. 
2. BURENE CHINAO-18 miles-26 miles 2 furlongs- 
Road good over a cultivated plain with several villages. No water 2. 
on this march. Two or three small villages at camping ground. 3. Water plentiful. Supplies and forage procurable. 
4. 
3. ZfRlD-9 miles 6 furlongs-36 miles- 
I 5 .  
Bight small villages situated in a well cultivated plain; water abun- 
dant ; supplies and forage procurable. 
e 6. 
k 
4. DOST MAHOMED KARBZ-12 miles-48 miles- 1. 
A small village; load good; water abundant; supplies and forage 
proc~wable. 
---0 LA--w"' mppues and forage procurable. 






6. M A S T O N G - ~ ~  miles-69 miles- 
Road good. Water, supplies andforage abundant. It is not obli- 
gatory to go  to Mastfing, which may be left on the right. 
7 .  KANBI-I KAREZ-15 miles-84 miles- 
Crosg the Nabi rivulet below the village of ICfishrCd. At 11 miles 
pass Tiri, a large village. Countiy mcll cultivated. Water abundant. 
Supplies and forage procnrable. 
8. BARG KAREZ-13 miles-97 miles- 
Road good, leading down a valley. Four or five small villag-es 2 or 
3 miles distant on  the right, towards the hills water abundant; supplies 
and forage procurable. 
9. ISPAN GLI-8 miles-10 5 miles- 
Road good. A Iage  village ; water abundant ; supplies procurable. 
10. QUETTA-6 miles-111 miles- 
Road good, excepting having to cross a deep nullah about haE-wa . g There is a more dh-ect route from ICelat to Quetta, which can e 
done by infantry and cavalry in 4 marches, but it is not practicable 
for artilleiy. 
(See No. 21.) 
No. 13. 
Xe la t  t o  Kur~dahar  by K a j l a  road, 
1. GARAXI. B miles- 
(8ee No. 21.) 
2. AMBA (a ) .  
3. GURGHINA (6). 
5. K H a L  ISHMAEL. 
6. MAHAMED KH'EL. 
7.  SIBBIT (c). 
Bil6ch boundary. 
8. ABDUL RAHNANYAI. 
~ p , b u t s  j (a.) The " Amber " of Walker's map. 
,her in it. f (B.) The " Gu-rghena " of Walker's map. 
Q (c.) The Saibud " of Walker's map. 
f 
i 
9. QuLISTAN KAREY. 
lo. s r INTAYA (d.1 
11. GIJONI. 
18. ICONCHI (e.) 
13. RABAT- 
A plain bare of vegetation, the only object to  relieve its 
monotony being 2 or .3 square mud forts. 
14. BUD-I-MIAI-I. 
15. TBKHTIP~L- 
VTnter from a neighbouring stream, but slightly salt. No hrtl~ita- 
tions near. 
16. K E I ~ L  HBJI on DEH I- I~JT-  
Xoad good. The Dori river is kept on the left h a d .  A plentiful 
supply of water from " Icarey " to the right of village. Forage 
and grass plentiful. 
17. MANSUR- 
A village on the right bank of the Dori river. 
1s. RANDAHAR- 
Nora.--This route is generally used by kafilas. Water at all places. 
Authority Captain Harrison. 
Captain 11. Wylie, 1st Punjab Cavalry, refers to this route, or one 
vely similar in t11e following terms : "The direct road from Kandahar 
to Kelat instc~~cd of assing through Shalkot (Qnetta) and Mastang 
keep on the west si 3 e of Chiltai~, Chutok and I c h l t l a ~ i  ranges up 
the Sherinap valley, it then rounds Zibre by the west, aucl thence 
leads dhect into Kelat. This road in addition t o  being shorter from 
13ishin tlian the one me came by, is, I was infomod, quite open, slid 
there is a good supply of water at the various camping places. It is 
the one always used by kafilas xvhen journeying to India by tlle 
Mlils Pass, whicll is the only route now open to thoin; the t.l.ndcrs 
complain very much of this* as it keeps thcm for a long timc in cold 
regions when forage is unprocurable and they lose many camels by 
the may." 
No. 14. 
A.om Z;a~h4&~u to elzt~ance to  Mdla Pass $9 Topl'loi mouth vi$ k ' a ? ~ t $ ~ ~  atad 
Jhal. 
1. XAMBER-12 miles 1 4  furlongs- 
Good r o d ;  through cultivation; IlullAtfis all bridgecl, including 
NourangaWah. A town wit11 Collector's b~~nga lov  and k11 t c h e l - ~ ~ ,  
(d.) The " Ispintayah" of WaUcer's map. 
(a) The " Khoohi " of Walkor's map. 
* ':ate.-This refers to tho Mhlla Pass solely RR oomyarrd with lho moro cliroct 1.ouh 
to Inilia aid tho Bolan, which m;cs closed at tho time Captain Wylio rvrvto. 
No. 14--contd. 
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h o t  rouh i 
police station, &c., encamping ground. north-east among date groves. 
Pass Bira Chandia half-way. Water from pucks wells and a tank. 
Supplies plentiful. 
a. DOST ALI-12 miles 1 4  furlongs-24 miles 2# farlongs- 
Road firm and good in dry weather, through tamarisk jungle. A 
village pass B6grani a t  10 miles. Supplies in moderate quant'ities. 
Water from 3 pucka wells. 
3. GOT I<AI-IBWAR-~ miles 4 furlongs-33 rniles G z  furlongs- 
- - 
An excellent road over hard and level coui~try, chiefly desert. A 
village with a fort on the border of the pat or desert. Pass a t  8 miles, 
the ruins of old Bahram. 
At  8 miles 74 furlongs, Shahankhin Chandia, a few huts, a well 
and fine grove of trees. Water scanty, unless rains have been ample, 
from pucka wells in the village ; 4 kutcha wells in a canal to the 
west. Supplies scanty. 
4. SI-1B~f 1-1 AR OR S I-IBDIGARH-28 miles 4 furlongs-G2 miles 
2% furlongs- 
Excellent road over level pat or clesert, but not distinctly marked; 
the first 4 miles bushy, several canals on the left 19  miles. A large 
straggling village, on the northern extremity of the desert surroullded 
by canals and cultivation. A large village, I<ichi, 3 miles to tlie left, 
has abunclance of running water. The pat is liable to inundation 
from heavy rain ; it is capable of cultivation, but bom wmt  of water 
is a barren waste. N~merous kutcha wells in the bed of a liver. 
Supplies abundant. 
5. S~NNIA-9 miles 7 furlongs-72 miles 1% furlongs- 
Excellent road over an open and level but waste country. A small 
Falcir's village, with a fine grove of trees, in which 2 pucka wells we 
situated. The mountains of the I-Iala rangc are n sho~ t  clilistance to 
the leEt on this stage; water from 2 pucka wells, one only in use, and 
from pits in the dry bed of a nullah. No supplies ; forage scarce. 
6. JI-IAL-9 miles 2 furlongs-81 miles 3; furlongs- 
Excellent road over an open and level country. A walled town, 
with open subu~bs and some hamlets to the north with the same 
nme ,  with much cultivation around ; good encamping ground north 
and south ; country from Shadihar thinly scattered with peepul trees. 
Cross 11 narrow and shallow canals with bridges, within 2 miles of 
Jhal. Water abundant and good from numeroug small canals of 
running water. Supplies abundant from a large bazaar; also forage. 
7. TOPHOI ENTRANCE TO ~ n ~ ~ - a b o u t  8 miles-89 miles 32 
furlongs - 
For route to Kelat and Quetta vin" M d a  PLSN, lisee NO. 21. 
No. 15. 
1. KAMBER-12 miles 14 furlongs. 
2. DOST ALI-12 miles 1$ furlongs-114 miles 112 furlongs. 1 
3. GOT K A H A W A L ~  miles $furlongs-33 miles 62 furlongs. 
4. SHADIHAR or SHADIGARH-28 miles 4 furlongs-62 
miles 11g furlongs. 
5. SUNNIA-9 miles 7 furlongs-72 miles 1% furlongs, 
6. JI-IAL-9 miles 2 furlongs-81 miles 3; furlongs. -l 
7. PAN JOKE-13 miles-94 miles 3% furlongs- 
Good road over an extensive plain. A large village and fort and 
much cultivation. At  9 miles 4 furlongs cross the Ilattiyar river, 
300 yards broad, south bank steep, passable for camels. Country 
lcvel and waste, but bearing marks of former cultivation. Water 
abundant. 
8. GANDQVA-111 iniles 1 furlong-106 miles 42 furlongs- 
Goocl road over an extensive plain. A lal~ge walled town on the 
north bank of the Icari river, the chicf place of the district. A t  
7 miles 5 furlongs pass Futtipfir, 5 villages with a canal of g.ood 
water. Supplies procurable. 
NOT%-There l ~ r o  no doubt other roads or tracts leading across the Kachi much 
the sumo as this. 
For route to Kelat wid.  M a e  Pass, see No. 21, and by TTaLari Pass and 
Panderan No. 3. 
No. 16. 
Pyom PaisAt7cafia in the Mula Pass direct t o  KeZat vi$ Paflderan. 
A route exists up a valley which leadfi more direct to ICelat 
passing Panderan, i t  is not known in detail. Loclchart's Gazetteer 
says as follows :- 
"At  Paishtkhana, about 40 miles below the upper extremity, the  
River Mula receives a considerable stream flowing from the  north. 
Though the valley along which this stream flows, a route proceeds 
direct from Kelat to this part of the Mula Pass, but is not practi- 
cable for artillery or carriages." 
"This direct route is called the Panderan Fass from a village of 
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I No. 17. 
I 
F ~ o m  Rajanpur to Dlida~ vib Bandowd2a, Dera Bdgf.i and Jehri. 
1. MOORGIIAIE-14 miles- 
A village ; supplies procu*able on due notice ; water plentifuI ; 
encamping ground low and confined; country cultivated, jungle here 
and there ; road fair. 
2. OOMARICOT-11 miles-25 miles- 
An outpost of cavalry; supplies and water scarce; encamping 
grouild low and confined ; country generally sterile, cultivation here 
and there ; road fair. 
8. RO J H L N - ~ ~  miles-40 miles- 
A small village ; supplies procurable ; water abundant, but bad 
encamping ground low and confined; country and road as above. 
4. BANDOWBLA-11 miles-51 miles- 
An outpost of the Punjab Frontier Force, 11 miles west-north-west 
of RojhiLn. There are two wells inside the post. I n  the event of this 
route being much used, supl7lies of wheat and bhoosa should be stored 
here, also more we22s cZm~, as the supply in the post is scarce and some- 
times brackish, and it is believed water is nowhere found in the 
vicinity of the post. 
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First two miles of the route over a sandy plain, rough with 
mounds, and clumps of stunted jungle; then across a low range of 
hills. Thc path on the crest narrow, between red sandstone rock, soft 
and pliable. Practicable for artillery. Then along a perfectly level 
sandy plain : a valley between two ridges of hills. The valley gradually 
narrows into a nnllah with perpendicular banks of clay. A t  about 
1 4  miles leave the nnnllah and march across a wide plain alternately 
sandy and stony; generally easy marching. 
The last t h e e  miles very stoily, with some rather steep ascents and 
descents. 
The last descent is into the Aori nullah at the camping ground of 
Icabrddhani, which is in the bed of the nullah, coniined and stony, 
and overlooked by the high perpendicular banks on the right. There 
is abundance of good water in several pools under the high bank. 
Camel forage pretty abundant. No grass in  the winter : plenty of 
excellent grass in the spring. Wood plentiful. No supplies. Colonel 
Morgsan, 3Znd Pioneers, reports that the last 3 or 4 miles of this 
march would be very difficult for guns on account of the steep and 
narrow ascents and desceilts covered with fitones. No mder on this 
march, which in wasm weather is a very trying one for men and 
animals. Tmks might be made half way. 
I /*  i:, 
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No, 17-contcl. 
No.' 6 company Sappers and Miners marching to Quetta in  June 
1877, hdted at  Ray ICho, 22 miles. The road was reported practicable 
for all arms, ground open, and offering no facilities to an enemy for 
retarding a march. Water of fail. quality a t  12 miles. Water a,t 
Ray Kho very fpt~l. Route not recommended on this account. 
6. K A J ~ R ~ - 1 4  miles-88 miles- 
At  first starting ground very stony and bad, gmdudly improves, 
and mai~ching becomes easy over pretty firm sand and gravel. 
For the first 4 miles the nullah is rather a narrow defile commanded 
on both sides, t l ~ c  banks bcing very high ancl perpenclicular, of clay 
and pebbles. It then opens out, and the bauks become less precipi- 
tous; between 7 and 8 miles the nullall again closes in, with high 
perpendicular banks; but after about a mile and a half it again widens 
and thc hanks become lower. 
The right bank still continues precipitous. Passable for all arms. 
No drinlcahle water on march. Encampment on the left bank of nullah. 
Water goocl and plentiful. No grass in the winter, plenty in the 
spring. Wood abnndant : no su plies. Prom Ray Rho to Icajiiri 
the road is reported impracticable or wheeled artillery over a great 
part of its lcngth. 
2' 
7. LOTI-6 miles 4 ft~rlongs-94 miles 4 furlongs- 
Retrace road for a few hundred yards and turning to the left ascend, 
by an easy slope, a low range of hills. The roacl is practicable for 
artillery, but might require improvement here and tliere, when cut 
up by rain, to enable them to get along without tronble. 
On reaching the top the route lies over a broad level plateau with- 
out any impecliment, to the banks of a nullah, with plenty of good 
water in it. Water scarce in spring. On the further side of the ilullal~ 
is the encamping ground. No water on this march. Wood and 
camel grazing plentiful. Grass procural~le from hills about & 
miles off. 
8. DERA BnGTf-16 miles-110 miles 4 furlongs- 
Road easy for about 5 miles over a plain covcrcd with a stunted 
weedy jungle, when a narrow pass through a low range of hills is 
reached. Practicable for artillery; but as the gorge is a waterwafi 
the roacl would be subject to be washecl away, unless briclged in  
several places. 
After S or 4 lnilcs of low hills the route again lies over a level plain, 
the last 4 miles being heavy and sandy. A small native fort, with 
a village of about 100 houses. Supplies obtainable in s1n;lll quantities. 
Water plentiful and good ; grass in any quantities about 4 miles off. 
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9. SANGSILA-$1 miles-131 miles 4 fui*longs- 
Road lies over a plain down the SihLf valley, following the water. 
course. The plain is covered with bush jungle and tamarisk trees, and 
intersected by numerous small nullahs. For artillery, banks would 
have to be cut down in some places. At  8 miles a pool of water, 
at 11 another. Towads the end of march road stony. Good encamp- 
ing ground. Water from a nullah good and plentiful. Wood and 
camel forage abundant;. Grass plentiful in the spring, scarce i n  
winter. 
10. C H A G ~ R D ~ - ~  miles 4 furloags-UO miles- 
Route for the first six miles across very rough gouncl, intersected 
by numerous nullahs, the banks of many of which are steep and 
st On? 
. Practicable for artillery, but difficult, very wearing to the 
catt e owing to the stony ascents and descents. 
A t  6 miles reach the Sih6f nullah, in which is a running stream of 
goocl ~vater, the bank of the nullah steep. The remainder of march 
lies along tlue bed of the nullah, which is alternately sandy and stony. 
Camp on the right bank of the stream. Gmss and water good and 
plentiful. Camel grazing fair; wood abundant. No supplies. Meat 
sometimes procurable from shepherds. 
11. GWITCH-ICI-DRIIC-11 miles 4 furlongs-151 miles 4 fur- 
longs- 
Cross the SihLf immediately on leaving camp and along a sandy 
ravine for a mile. Here the road ascends and passes alternately ac oss % rocky ravines and plateaus, till a t  about 5 miles it descends into a 
sandy nnllah. During this 5 miles the roacl is very bad, rocky and 
nai3row, and in places steep. Can be easily made pacticable for guns, 
but difficult. 
March about 3 miles along the bed of abovementioned nullah until 
it joins the Sihitf. Thence along the bed of the Sihkf, which is stony 
in places, but generally easy. There aye short cuts by ascending and 
descending the steep bnn of the stream. Guns sliould keep dong  
the river bed. Encalnpilg 7 ground on right bank of Shhf very 
rough and stony. Water good and almndaut from stream, Wood, 
grass ancl camel gmzing ~lentiful.  No supplies. Meat sometimes 
procurable from shepherds. 
12. DINJAN-11 miles-16% miles 4 furlongs- 
E r s t  % miles down the valley of the SiliAf, no impediments, then 
for about 2 miles across the bare rocky slope of an uyheaved sandstone 
hill, wit11 an ascent from the Sihhf, and a descent to the valley of 
the SGri Shr. Very difficult for artillery. Colonel Morgan, 32nd 
Pioneers, estimates that i t  would take his regiment a fortnight t o  
make a good road for guns across this rock. I n  the Sbri Siu. there is 
No, 17--colltd. 
a plentiful spring of good and wholesome water. From this to Lehri, 
25 miles, no other good mater is found. To Dingan is ahout G miles, 
along the S6ri Slir valley and tlie bed of a nallah. Guns should 
follow the bed of the nallah, and not attempt to cut off comers. Din- 
gan is a very bare hot spot in nn ampliitheatre of barren hills, Water 
exceedingly scarce and Lad. Captain Noitl~, R.E., reports that the 
natives pointed out a place about 3 miles north. of Dingan, where 
good matcr was obtainable. Grass and fuel plentiful. Camel-grazing 
scarce. No supplies. 
,Note.-1l:~jor Snndeman recomrnenda not halting a t  Din.gan on account of the 
scanty supply and badness of the mater. Captain Noi-th mould halt,at 
the mater in the Sill+ Siu. valley. 
13. LEHRI-19 miles 4 furlongs-182 miles- 
The road for 5 miles leads along the Ghori nallah, no impediments, 
then debouches into the Kachi plain, leaving the hills : a perfectly 
level plain of sun-baked mncl, in most parts nearly bare, in some 
sparsely covered with tufts of grass and stunted weedy jungle. This 
continues all the way to Lehri. 'L'here is no water on this march. 
Lehii is a large village surrounded by a bastioned wall. Water good 
and plentiful in the winter, scarce in the spring. QTS~SS and camel for- 
age scarce. Supplies proc~wable. 
14. MUCH-16 miles-198 miles- 
The whole march across a pesfectly level plain, even more bare and 
desolate than described above. 
At  about 9 miles, cross an il~igntion channel with chinkable mater 
in it in the winter. Camp in a perfectly bare spot, near a large pool 
of good water in the winter. No wood or gmss, and very little camel 
forage. Water very scarce in the spi8ing between Lehri and Mittii; 
advisable not to halt at  that season. 
15. MITTR1,-16 miles-214 miles- 
Road same as described in previous two marches. Close to Mittri 
cross the NBri river, a hill-stream about 8 feet of water usually, but 
liable to sudden rises and falls. Camp on a level spot near tho village. 
Water abundant, but everything else scarce. No water on this march, 
!6: DBDAR-15 miles-889 miles- 
Road leads for 49 or 5 miles over the bare level plain, then through 
a low range of hills and broken pound for about 24 miles, then again 
over a barren plahl sparsely sprillkled with jungle. 
At about 10 miles, in a hollow cross sevcrnl muddy ditches or 
narrow nallahs with dirty but drinkable water in them ; very bad for 
camels to cross ; necessary to make a road or bulncl over them. After- 
wards the road is rougli, among and across irrigation channels, I t  
wouj+,be necessary to make a bridged road here for artillery, 
Note.--For description of Dddar see,Na. 20. 
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Note.-Prom Didnr to Quettn is 87 miles, making tho total route from Rnjanphr 
to Quetla 316 miles. Captain Chnl~les snvs-" A great fe:rture of the routo 
ns far  as Lehri is the nbondn~~co of wood aud gootl gr:~ss in tha  spring;  
cnmel-grnzi~lg being :~luo fairly plcnfiful, thong11 tho hetbgrnzcd mtlier 
purges the mlinlnls." Also he s:~ys-" To reach Lehri from Yat~domali a 
force should h : ~ v o  nine or ten day's supplies iu caso of detentiou by ruin." 
This agrees with other reports. 
For Bolnn Pass Bea routo No. 20.. 
No. 18. 
Rq'uvy~lc'v to Banllolualn via La1 Goshi. 
1. ASNI-7 miles- 
Couiltry on either side of the road jungle, patches of cultivation 
here and there to the east. Asni is a small villnge; supplies procur- 
able ill small quantities. Podder bad and scarce, wntcr not good. 
The village is 300 prds east of the road, and the old cantonment of 
Asni (now in ruins) on the west. 
2. LAL GOSHI-15 miles 4 furloilgs-22 milcs 4 furlongs- 
For the first 5 or G miles the country on either side of the road is jal 
jungle ; no cultivntiori ; pass several small branches of the Sori, which 
is joined by the Clml;, arid which in the rains inundate .the country 
making the road impassable for a time. Thc last 7 miles the country, 
is  singulzrly bare and ui1~~11tiv~ted. NO supplies at  La1 Goshi ; must 
be procurcdfroin Umrk6t. Good water from a well in a;n old and 
abandoned Bil6cb post. 
3. BANDOWLLA-16 miles 41 f urlongs-3 9 miles- 
The road lies south-west and crosses several branches of the Sprinji 
nallah, which in the summer months brings do~v11 occnsionally torrents 
of qrater, rendering this road impassable for a day or so ; the country 
on both sides dottcd about with large jal trecs. 
The last few miles more open and sandy. A t  about 3 miles from 
Banclowala pass two or three branches of the Zangi, similar to other 
mountain nallahs in this neighhourhood. At BandowQa a well of 
fair water in tlie fort. 
No supplics available, except the one month's supply stored in the 
fort. An outpost from Rajanpdr. 
No, 19. 
Rnjmy~hr to X d a n  by Me Sorz' Dridak Pass. 
1. MAHAMADP~%-~ miles- 
Rond good. No supplies; Water.brackish. 
( 30 
NO. 19-~0?ztd. 
2. SSBZILICOT-13 miles-20 miles- 
'Jhe road is quite good, but heavy. NO supplies. Good water pro- 
curable. 
9. GARKAN-19 miles- 30 miles- 
The road goes over the plain to the 111011th of the Sori Drishalr Pass, 
which it then enters %nd cohtinues up its bed the whole way. After 
rain this route sometimes becomes impassable for two or three days aij 
a time. There is plenty of b r ~ k i s h  water by this pass. Near Gar- 
kan, a branch of the Sori leads ob towards the north point of the 
Sham plain, and another towards Giandari, but neither is practicable 
for guns. Water here is bracliish, but abundant. Firewood and 
forage abundant. 
4. GI-IORKI-IAR-10 miles-49 miles- 
The road still goes up the pass. No water met with. Water brackish, 
but abundant. Wood and grass 
6. ICALCIIAS-11 miles-60 miles- 
The road goes up the Gh~rliar ravine for about a mile, when it 
tu~rns up a sniall water-course a11cl comes out on to the Sham plain, 
which i t  tlien crosses to ICnlchns in 9 miles. Water is good and abun- 
danl;. Forage and firewood abundant. This route is impracticable for 
guns, being much cut up by 1,arge boulders; it is also a bad route for 
meu and animals on :~ccouni; of there being no drinkable water for 
37 miles on it. 
6 .  PATAlE-17 miles-? 7 miles- 
The road lies along the Kalehas umder the ICup to Chat ; i t  then 
goes along the Malii ravine for 5 miles to the foot of the Burgin 
ridge, the passage of which is easy; and then it descends into the Lop 
plain, winding among small hills. Water is sweet and abundant. 
Forage and firewood abundant. 
7. KALA KUII-15 miles-92 miles- 
" /I 
. ) The road ivns under Keehi-ka-ICot along the Patar ravine for 7 
miles, to the Doi-ka-Vad, a pass which is steep and mould be dificult , j to force. Having crossed this, the road descends over a small valley, and then enters a small water-cowse which leads to ICala Ruh. The 
I D 4 
Mnris t001i one of the guns captured from Clibborn by this pass to 
Dera Biigti and back again. Water here is good and abundant, as 
also is forage and fircwood. This route turns the Saltaf Pass to the 
west ovcr the same range. 
8. KBHAN-~ miles-1 01 miles- 
The road goes along the Khhan river the mhole way. 
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No. 20. 
SaAia~ to Qzcetta vib SLikayh, JucoBaBacZ, DLdar, and Bolcile Pass. 
1. DARRA-7 miles- 
A small village ; en~rnping-~i.ound good, water-supply from Z puclta 
wells, 4 shops in village. Road covered with lonq grass in the cold 
season all the way; very slippery, but easy going; several lwge brid- 
ges in good order. The country is inunclated cluiing the high season. 
2. LAICHI-9 miles-16 miles- 
A small village with district bungalow and dharamsala, encainping- 
grouncl west. Eoad :IS above; several canals and water-courses on 
this stage, all bridged; water-supply from 20 puclra wells, $0 feet 
deep, with 3 feet of water; water is also obtainable from the bed of 
the canal. Six shops in the village. 
3. sEIIICARP~R-9 miles-25 miles- 
A large town ancl civil station, heacl-quarters of the collectorate. 
Road crosses 6 nallahs, includiilg the Sindewah, 24 yards broacl, passed 
at 1 mile 4 furlongs from Shikwpiir. Water and supplies of all kinds 
abundant. 
4. HAMAYfM-13 miles 4 furlongs-38 miles 4 furlongs- 
A small villagc with district bungalow, encamping-ground west, 
open. Road good but very dusty, ancl clearecl th-ough thin junglo 
and occasional cultivation, cross 27 canals all bridgecl, 3 pucka wells 
50 feet deep with 3 feet of water. Nine shops in village. 
5. JACOBABAD-12 miles 4 furlongs-51 miles- 
A military station and town. Road as above. Cross 17 nallahs, 
all briclgecl, including the BigBriwah, 20 yards broad. Supplies of all 
kincls abundant. 
6. RO JHBN-8 miles-59 miles- 
Two small villages on the frontier. Supplies scarce ; water indif- 
ferent from wells. Roacl good for 5 miles, thcn sandy and heavy. 
Passes over the edge of the desert. About Rojhin there is forage for 
camels, but no grass for horses. 
7. BARSHORf-28 miles-87 miles- 
small village inhabitecl by Manjhu Jdts, in Khelht territoly. Sup- 
plies scanty; no fuel, or forage for camels. From Rojhln tile country 
is perfectly level and generally devoid of water! but liable to be inun- 
dated to the depth of a foot or more by heavy rain. Country a desert; 
road across deself, hard and good in dry weather. During summer 
months this tract is almost impassable, owing to the fierce heat, 
absence 01 watel; and prevalence of a cleaclly hot wind. 
W a t e r - s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~  a t  Barshori scanty and braclrish, from wells sunk in 
tlze becl 01 a dry wyatercourse. In  July and A ~ ~ g u s t  this watercourse 
is flooded from overflow of Nhri river. A few wells at Kandah 
8 miles west of Mirpiu.. Inzpossible t o  cross desert witl~out guides. 
No. 20-co?~tcl. 
8. MIRPOR-14 miles-1 01 miles- 
Formerly a large village. Supplies limited. Numerous wells dug 
in the bed of the river. Water salt and bad. Couutry a vast desert. 
Boad as in last IvImch. Forage very scarce. 
9. OST.&D--~~ inilcs, 115 miles- 
A village almost deserted in consequence 01 the scarcity of forage. 
Water goocl aud plentiful. Country barren until nearing Ustdd, 
round rvhich therc is a good deal of wheat and barley cultivation, irri- 
gated by a deep cand ffroin the Nriri. Road a good deal broken by 
nallahs aiid caiiz~ls. A t  2 miles pass IC6sirn-lri-joke ; road then runs 
along the hailk of the Niri for some distance. The Ilhlti range of 
hills very close on the west. 
1 U .  BI-IAG-9 miles 5 furlollgs 124 miles 5 furlongs- 
A t o m  contai~ling 1,600 houses, surrounded by a high xvdl in 
ruins, and sitnated on the banks of the NQri. Water goocl and. plen- 
tiful from the NBri and horn a tanlr. Su-pplies abunclant, grass and 
forage rather scarce. Country at first barren. During the lattcr pait 
of the march there is a good deal of aultivation. Road very much 
broke11 md intcrsected by ravines a id  csmals for irrigation. Encamp 
about a mile short of Bigk. 
11._MYSHf R-16 miles 1 furlong-140 miles 6 furlongs- 
A village with abo~it 200 llouses oil the banks of the Bolbn river, 
which is 4'0. oy 50 yards broad herc, and in many places very decp 
Supplies limited water; good and plentiful. Grass proc~irrtble, but. 
camcl forage very scarce. Conntry fairly cultivatcd. Road good, 
except where nallahs intersect it, the banks of which are very steep 
and difficult for g ~ u s .  
1%. NOWSHERA-15 miles G furlongs-156 miles 4 fwlongs- 
A good-sized village ; surrounded by ahigh mud-wall. Supplies and 
water abundant. Encamp in front of village to the right of rod .  
Road good for 5 miles, after which i t  enters a pass between a low 
range of hills aid becoinesruggcd and stony. Road might be blocked 
here for hours if care be not taken. I n  one place a stecp ascent and 
some difficult nallahs. Aho~it lie Sth mile the bed of the Bol&n is cross- 
ed, after which the roadbecomes pretty good. Hills quite close on 
both sides. Grass is procurable, but little or no foragc for camels, 
except the " Lana, " of wliich none but Punjab camels will partake, it 
being too salt. The countiy all round as bwe as a desert, but a few 
patches of cultivation round the village. 
18. D.&lAR-8 miles-164 miles 4 furlongs- 
Over a pretty good road and open country in the immediate vicinity 
of tlie road ; but the march since Myshii is through a basin or valley 
completely enclosed by hills. A t  the 5th mile descend illto the Bolhn, 
the ascent out again steep and difficult. A town situated on a branch 
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of the Bol&n river. Supplies, water, grass, and forzlgc for camels, 
abundant. The town is almost surrounded by hills-the great range 
6 miles to the wcstward, and the low ranges to the north and 
south respectively, running in an east-north-east direction from it. 
To this cause doubtless is due the excessive closeness and great 
heat when the prevailing soutllerly winds have ceased. The neigh- 
bourhood of Dhdar is well supplied with water from the Bol&n 
river, which, issuing from the mouth of the pass, is immediately divided 
into three principal streams, which are again sub-divided ,as irrigation 
requires. The water is pure and good, and the soil, when irrigated, 
fertile and easily worked. There is a good deal of cultivation near 
the town and both it and the adjacent villages are well provided with 
trees and foliage. The entrance lo the B o l h  Pass is clistant LL miles 
due west, elevation 743 feet. 
14. KOHAN DILANI-11 miles 17 miles 64furlongs- 
The first 3 miles over the plain, with no iml~ediments except irriga- 
tion channels. A t  3 miles pass the village of Pil; and afterwards the 
dry stony bed of the Bolin; a little further on there is plenty of watei. 
in it, and two irrigation channels are crossed. At 6 miles descend into 
the bet1 of the Bolhn entering the pass, and immediately cross the river 
three times, the road turning sharp to the left up the bed of the river, 
then pass a green plain called Drkbi (from drab gmss); this is a halt- 
ing-place for kafilas, and would form an encamping:ground suEcient 
for 1,500 men. Up to Kohan DilQni the river is continually crossed 
and re-crossed a t  intervals of about 150 yarcls. The hills on either 
side are bleak, bare and desolate. Tlle steeps are, for the most part, 
accessible, ancl the pass during the whole of this ma~ch  is in no place 
less than from 200 to 300 yards broad, and the road quite practicable 
for artillery. The distance betwecn the hills at  their summits is 
seldom less than 800 yarcls. 
Rise during march . . . .. . 1 in 360'. 
Elevation of Kohan Dilgntni , . . ... 904feet. 
Kohan D i l M  is a large open stony plain for encamping. Great 
quantities of a long coarse grass grows by the edge of the stream: 
some horses eat it. Little or no forage for camels or wood. NO sup- 
plies. Water good and plentiful. This is a dangerous encampment 
after heavy rain, as the torrent comes down without warlling, and the 
steepness of the enclosing hills precludes escape. 
15. 1<f ETA-11 miles-186 mile 4 Purlongs- 
Cross the stream 17 times during this march ; depth rn above. 
Road quite practicable for guns, but difficult. On leaving encamping- 
grounrl a t  Kohan Dilkni, the pass narrows considerably, the road for 
about 3 miles leading through a gully winding in and out through steep 
cliffs, difficult of ascent. 
The width of the pass is from 80 to 100 yards. The river winds 
down the gully, crossing the bed from side to side seven times. The 
stones at these crossings are much larger than those on, the banks, by 
C 
No. 20-contd. 
which the clifficnlties for artillery and carts are increased. Lieutenant 
11. J. Lyster, R.A., in  his report of maxh  to Quetta with heavy guns, 
mentions thah tahc bulloclrs were unable to pull when in  the water, as 
the chain had to be allowed to slaclr off in order to let them pick their 
way over the stones. The guns were pulled through the water and 
up the opposite bank by means of clrag ropes. The sanle officer also 
reports that after the seventh crossing there mas a steep bank leading 
up from the stream to a plain (the K6pt6ri) which was thickly stud- 
ded mith large boulderss, most of wlich are sunk about one foot i n  the 
earth, and rise from one to three feet above it. The guns mere dragged 
over this mith great difficulty. 
After 2 miles of easy going on high ground, the river is crossed 
for the eighth time; the road, entering a, gorge running north and 
south, about half a mile broad ancl three miles long, becomes difficult 
for guns, running across an island formed by the stream, which 
strikes off into two branches at a place called Goltart, about seven 
or eight miles froin Icohan DilBni. 
Prom Gol-a,rt, the road continues i n  the gorge for about a quarter 
of a mile, and then, there being no outlet a t  the extremity, it turns 
sharp t o  the 'left, leads along a, nalyow gully f o ~  about &00 yards, and 
then ascends over the ridge called Jalogir, which at this point is 
very low. This iidge can be avoided by keeping to the right t o w ~ ~ d s  
the riveT. The slope on the o t h e ~  side is veyy gradual, and leads down 
to  the Icirha plain. This latter is very stony, but level. 
There are iiwo broacl nullahs aboui; 2 iniles from the Icirta; thence 
the road is fair. Lieutenant Lyster estimates the distance from Kohan 
Dil6n;ni to Kii-ta as 14 miles. 
The hills on each side of .the pass are from 150 to 300 feet in height, 
and very steep ; a t  the end of the ninth mile from Icohan \Dilini they 
recede on either hand, leaving an extensive plain 10 miles long 
an& &.om 3 to 4 '  iniles broad, in which is situated the village o-f Icirha. 
I n  this plain are a, few stunted bushes and some grazing for camels. 
Coarse grass plentiful. Good cZhub grass is procurable near the stream 
in the spring near 1Kii.ta there is a hot spring called " G~rm&b." 
Risc d~lring mmch . . . .. . 1 in 304" 
Elevat,ion of Kirta . . . . . . 1,081 feet 
16. Bf Bf NANT-~ miles-195 miles 4 furlongs- ' 
Road across the ICirta plain for 4 miles, then through a small gap 
in a low range of kills called the Pillogbar pass, and continue again on 
the plain to camping-ground. This is an easy march. Encamp 
on the right bank of the river. No supplies. Grass and forage for 
camels scarce. Water plentiful. 
A more direct but clificult read to IKlielAt branches off a t  Bihi N6ni 
through the Riiclbar pass, bearing 72" north-west. Back bearing 
from Bibi Nani to Icil-ta is l$'i\outh-east. 
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No. 20-contd. 
Rise during march ... ... l i n 7 Y  
Elevation of Bibi Nini . . . , . . 1,695 feet. 
17. LB-I-GBM-9 miles-204 miles 4 Eurlongs- 
Leaving Bibi Nani the road crosses two streams, tributaries of the 
Bolhn, within the first 300 yards, and then descends into the old bed 
of the Bol$11. This is composed entirely of stones varying i11 size, 
but generally about as big as a pigesu's egg, and usually hom one foot 
to eighteen inche_s deep. Very difficult for heavy guns. Between 
Bibi NAni and Ah-i-g6rn the water of the river is lost in the shingle. 
The llills on each side of the road about 400 yarcls during the first part 
of the march, but after th? fifth mile they widen out ancl form a broad 
plain until al~proaching Ab-i-glim, where they close t o  an opening 
of about 60 yards. This is oilly a few yarcls in length, and they again 
open out. The hills are easy 01 access and not very high. Very 
indifferent forage to be had, and no grass for horses. Little or no wood, 
or camel forage. 
18. SIR-I-BOLBN-10 miles-214 miles 4 furlongs- 
The road lies over the bed of the strealm over loose stones, and is 
very difficnlt for guns, which require additional horses ancl the 
assistai~ce of ii~fantry. 
The gene~al bearing of this march is 135" north-west, but the 
stream and roacl take several abrupt turns. The ascent is considerable, 
but easy a,nd gradual ; the road at first being confined alld overhun:y 
by precipices, but at  sixth mile the clistance from the hills on the right 
and left is about 300 to 400 yards; they we of 110 great height, ant1 
easy of access. 
Near encampment a t  Sir-i-Bolin a stream gushes out from the 
hillside on the left of the road; this is the source of the BolB river. 
There is a good deal of coarse grass dong the roadside for the first 
part of this march, ancl also between the low hills near Sir-i-BolAll, 
butlittle food for camels, and fuel is very searce, 
Rise during march . . .  ... 1in51°.  
Elevation of Sir-i-Bolh . . . ... 2,540 feet. 
A t  Mach, about G miles from L ~ - i - ~ h  usuall;y a small amount of sup- 
plies are kept in store. There is a police post there. 
19. DARw&B-~s miles 6 fi~rloiigs- 
or DASHT-BEDOULAT-227 miles 2 furlongs- 
Over a very stony roacl for thc whole way. A t  about the fourth 
rnile the pass becomes very narrow, and khe hills take eight abrupt 
windings, during which the breadth of the road varies from 60 to 
100 feet, with the heights rising 011 either side to 300 
and 400 feet commanding t,he entire passage. This is the wo~s t  and 
narrowest part of the pass, and, as the heights are inaccessible, it is 
necessary to crown tllem from some clistauce in rear. These elghk 
3 
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winclings are in all about n mile in length, after which the defile widens 
out again, the road still leading ~lol lg  tlie bed of the torrent by a very 
consiclerable though gradual asceilt to the head of the pass, where there 
is an abrupt rise of 100 yards to  gain the summit of the ridge. A good 
road has been madc by cntting tlllrough the top. It is easily practi- 
calde for artillery. The road then  descend^ into the Lesser Dasht, 
and at abont P, miles is the encamping-ground. Darrvdz6 is the name 
of the opening between the Lesser llasht and the Main Dasht-Be- 
doulat. Above Sir-i-Bolh there is no water in the bed of the nallah, 
except after heavy rain. A t  Durmhzd water is procnrable from two 
wells, in one of which it is reported as bad, and from hollows in the 
ground, in which rain-water stagnates. Grass and forage for camels 
very scarce. No wood. 
Rise to head of Pass ... ... I in 41" 
Elevation of ditto ... .. . 6,793 feet. 
20. SIR-I-BB-~? miles-244 miles R furlongs- 
Road over a desert plain with a few gentle ascents ancl descents : 
there are no streams or springs a11 over it, a i d  the rain-water perco- 
lates throngh its (seemingly) rich soil, and is supposed to come out a t  
the Sir-i-Bol;<n. I11 the minter, lor wceks together tlie wliole plain 
is often covered with snow several feet deep, and the iutense cold of 
its wiiltcr mind is proverbial throughout Bil~chistdn. In the sum- 
mer i t  is covered with s small scentecl shrub ancl wild, thyme, both of 
~~~hich_camels at with relish. Very little grass is to be procwed. 
Sir-i-All is (as its name implies) the souroe of the stream which 
flows through the valley of Shal. Watel; grass, and forage are pro- 
curable ; also flucl, which previously during the march is scarce. 
21. QUETTA-7 miles-251 miles 2 hrlongs- 
Road lies over a valley iiltersectecl by numerous water-course~l. 
Villages, gardens, and orchwds, with a good deal of cultivation, are 
scatterccl about. There is a good made road the whole may. 
Ge?ze~.aZ Ohservatiolzs. 
1. From Jacobabad to D&rla~ across the ICachi may be said to  be 
impassable for troops during the summer months, namely, from begin- 
ning of May to end of September, on account of its intense heat, and of 
the hot blasts of ahb called " b&d-i-simdm," which are frequent cl~wing 
those months. 
2. Supplies would have to be collectecf a t  certain points. Sheep and 
goata would no doubt be procnrable in sufficient quantities for a con- 
siderable force ; but flour, ghee, dhall, grain for horses, and other neces- 
saries would have to be brought from Sind. Woocl, forage, and camel- 
grazing would probably bc sufficient ; but it  moulcl be as well to col- 
lect as much bhoosa and grass as possible at the supply depBts. 
3. The Bolin Pass may be described as s open defile, the broad 
plain of Kii.ttl separating the upper m d  lower portions of t l ~ e  pass. 
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There are some nasrow and confined places which will be found des- 
cribed in detail in the route. 
Tlxe pass, in its present state, offe~s in many 1)laccs considerable 
diffic~llties for artillery. Many of these pIaces could be improved ; but 
oming to the general course of the road following the bed of the 
river, a great deal of the labour expendecl would be rendered useless, 
after floods caused by heavy rain. Care must bc taken to select sites 
for camps wllich wonld not be liable to be flooded. In 1839 cases 
occurred oE ~ar t ies  of troops being dromned. 
4. No supplies are procurable in the Boltin, and froin D&dar to 
Quetta at least seven clqeJ supplies should be carried, as the camels 
get so worn out from the rough long marches, and no food t o  speak 
of, that lhalts on tl~eir accou~zt may have t o  be made. No calnel should 
have more than 4 ma~inds of load at  the outside. If possible, stores 
of ga in ,  atta, &c., and grass shoultl be lrcpt at the halting-places. 
Ten per cent. of spare camels are required f o ~  the Bolhn. Very 
few camels are proc.nriil,la in the Icachi ill the spring. By Punjab 
camel, owncrs the B01k Pass is held in terror. 
I n  the event of a large force using this route, mule carriage mould 
bc more sclvantageously employed betwecn Dhdar and Quetta, unless 
araageineilts coulcl be ~nadc to cliange the camels of the Punjab zad 
Scind for those of upper Bil6chist:in or IChorassan, mho are aceus- 
tomecl to the food obtained in the hills, which appears to have a bad 
effect upon the camels of the plains. 
5. The spring is the best season in wEch to march tl3rough the 
Bolbn, as grass and forage are more plentifc~l than at other times. 
No. 21. 
Xakkar to  Quetta vi$ Jacobabad, Cnnddva, $he Xdka Pass, Khelrit and 
Jfasta,ttg. 
I 2. LAI.111-9 miles-16 miles. 
8. KAXDA-10 miles-97 miles- 
5 1 3. SllIKARPUR-9 miles-25 miles, 
, 4. I-IANAYTJN-13 miles 4 furlongs-38 miles 4 furlongs. 
Roacl o v e ~  slevcl plain ~ t h  some cultivation. Supplies sca~ce ;{ f o r q e  procurable in small quantities ; water scarce and bad. 
8 
W 
5.  JACOBABAD-12 miles 4 Eu~longs-51 miles. 
6. XOJI-IAN-8 miles-50 miles. 
c 7. BARSEIORI-2S miles-87 miles. 
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O. ODBNA-11 miles-] 08 miles. 
Road over dcsert plain intersected by shallow water-courses, and 
covered with low scrub. A fair-sized village, with cultivation for 
some distanec round it. Supplies and forage procurable. Water 
bacl and scarce. 
10. G-AND~VA-14 miles-122 miles-- 
Road over a plain, with low grass-jungle and with patches of 
cultivation here and tl~erc. 
A walled town on the north bank of the Kari. The capital of 
Kach. The Naga range of hills runs 10 or 12 miles to the west; 
thcre are three passes over this range to IChelat, d l  steep and difficult, 
traversed by natiyes in seven clays, viz., the Takari, the Sakleji and 
the Naga. Supphes, forage and water abundant. 
11. ICOTRA-7 miles-129 miles- 
The road leads through a tlliclr jungle of mild caper, dwarf mimosa, 
kc., until the Garro ravine is reached, following its wide sandy bed 
for about a mile, then over n jungle-covered plain to IC6triJ a collec- 
tion of four villages together belonging to the Mis or Chiefs of the 
Iltafzai family, of which the Khan of Khelit is the head, near the 
entrance to the Mdla Pass. 
Su~plics procurable in sinall cluantities ; water good and plentiful. 
There are several walled gardens here, ancl also some fine trees. 
Encamping-ground to the west confined on account of jungle and 
nallahs. 
12. Pf R CHATTA-9 miles-138 miles- 
Road for 3 miles through a thick jungle of bil; jhow and kayecl 
trees, then descend into the Mfila ravine by a steep and narrow 1)at.h 
cut in the clay bank, vertical about 25 feet high. Proceed up the 
course of the vide boulder-strewn ravine for about three miles, then 
turn to the right out of it near the domed tomb of Mir Iltaf, and 
follolv the course of a brisk stream up to Pir Chatta. 
From the tomb to the spring head, the road, diverging from the 
ent~ance to thc M6la Pass, leads over some rough ridges, and twice 
crosses branches from the- Pir Chatta stream. No village here, and 
only a few patches of cultivation. 
No supplies procurable, but forage, mood and water in abundance. 
13. KOHLO-10 miles-148 miles- 
Road, sonth by west, runs for about 5 iniles through a narrow stony 
hollow, with high lills on the right ancl a low conglomerate ridge on 
the left. Then enters a wick basin in the hills through which runs 
the Mlila stream, roacl very rough and stony, followiug the bed of 
stream to the Naw Langa Taiigi or " defile with nine crossings, " so 
celled because the stream must be crossed nine times in it. 
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This defile is a very narrow and tortuous passage between perpendi- 
cular masses of hills, andis alnlost complei;ely filled by the strong 
stream of the M6la river. It is about R miles in length, and averages 
150 y a ~ d s  in breadth. The river is usually about 2 feet deep and 
20 or 30 yards in width, with a roclry or stony bad. It is subject to  
suddcn riscs after 11cavy rain when this defile ~vould be exceedingly 
dange?ous owing to the precipitous nature of the rocks on either 
side. 
At  about 8 miles emcrge into a more open space, thence over a low 
stony plateau for :%bout 2 miles t o  the encamping-ground, an open 
cultivated space of about 100 acres. 
No supplies. Forage, wood and water abundaut. 
14. PANIVANT-8 miles-15 6 milcs. 
At  6 furlongs up a little ro~tgh ascent, then over a bad tract for 
upwards of a mile, dcsceild again to river-bed, which is here closed in 
betwecn bluffs of conglomerate, some 400 or 500 yards apart. 
The river-bed is bare of jhow trees for some four miles, but for the 
next two miles very tllick. A mile and a. half before reaching the 
encamping-grouncl the bl~ffs  &sappear, and therc is a fine strip of 
cultivated land to the leTt with room enough to camp a division. In  
this march the river is crossed six or seven times. No supplies. 
Woocl; water and forage abundant. 
1.5. HATTA JEE-12 miles-1 68 miles- 
For 2; miles tlliclr jhow jungle mcl shingle, then a long bare stony 
valley somewllat more than a mile wide. At  about 7 miles is a 
place called JAh, with a little cultivation, occasionally used as a 
cam-ping-ground. Here the pass clivicles into two branches-that to  
the left is the true oue ; the deiilc is abozzt a mile long, winding, and 
not more than 300 yards in brcadth; the path to the right is over 
loose bloclcs oS stone. Clearing tlte defile there is 14 miles of march- 
ing over bad shiilgle and through jhow jungle. Tlle width of the 
v&ey nt Hn t t~ i ce  is ahout two miles. 
Sn~plies  carcc ; woml, walor and fornge abundant. 
16. Pf R LAKICA-0 miles-177 miles- 
Tile first 2: miles ovw a stony trnct up the valley, the hills gradu- 
ally approaching each other. 
On the bppositc side of the river is I<6rz&n, a relnarlrable place ; 
first is a strip of cultivable lancl baclrecl by a low ridge of IlilIs, and 
behind thcse, and totally concealecl by them, is a highly cultivated ' 
little valley mith a villngc ; this is the only place in the pass where 
any suipplies at a11 c m  be procured. There is enoagh good ground 
outsidc the ridge for a large camp. The gorge which closes the val- 
ley might be easily passed. Beyond, there is a small open space 
about 2 mile across, which is succeeded by 3 miles of tremendous defile, 
No. 21-contd. 
the entrance to which is about 150 yards across, and average breadth 
not more than 240 yards. 
The sides are peirpendicular cliffs several hundred feet in height 
and perfectly inaccessible. 
The floor of the pass is level and sinootl~ ; this place is called Jangi 
ICfishtalc. At Pir Lrtlrlra is a shrine situated in a grove of palm-trees ; 
the valley is nearlv circular. No supplies ; wood and water plentiful ; 
forage proc~cable. 
17. NARR-6 miles-1 82 miles- 
A t  Fir Lalclis, the styeain, making an abTnpt turn to the north, 
issues from a lmarrom defile on the right, This defile, about a mile long, 
is narrow and minding; the rocks, not so lofty as those of Jangi 
Kdshtak, are equally perpendicu~lar, mlc1 the road more rugged. 
During a flood i t  mould probably be impracticable. Beyond this defile, 
at G& miles, is the small vallcy of Massfii, an occasional but not very 
good encamping-grouncl, Water, file1 and forage procurable. From a 
ravine to the rimht is a path used by ICossids inaking a short cut to the 
Zehri valley. '1'he defiles beyond MussGi are not remallrable, except 
that a t  about G miles the pass divides into two branches, a huge 
mass of limestone occupying the centre; the road to the left is good, 
but commanclecl by the heights on both sides. The road to Khozdar 
branches off here to tlie left. Camping-ground good, best place close 
under the hills. No supplies, grass is procurable, wood, water and 
forage abundant. At Narr the valley opens out, forming a triangle, 
the base of which is 2 miles and the sides 24 t o  3 miles. 
18. PASIIT KIIBNA-12 miles-194 miles- 
AIter crossing the N a u  valley through jhow jungle for 5 miles, 
the road passes tluough the defile which is straight for about 4 miles 
t o  Pir Lattd. 
The hills close in, and in this defle me not more than 200 yards 
apart ; they are continuous, lofty and perpendicular, with n smooth 
face like a wall, and are quite impracticable, but they are probably 
eq~~nlly so to a1 enemy. The road is over the stony becl, and is very 
trying for animals. I t  crosses tlie river alrro~~t twenty times. 
After Pir Lattil the valley opcns out, and at 1 2  miles is Paisht Khdna. 
This valley is about 5 miles long by 24 at  the widest; it is the l axes t  
opening in  the pass. Fuel, forage and water are very abundant, and 
grass is procwahle. 
19. GWARAM BANA OR GORAMBEZTVAD-9 miles-203 rniles- 
The roacl goes up and across the valley for 4 miles, then enters the 
bed of the river, which is crossed ancl re-crossed twelve times before 
reaching the encamping-ground. At 6 miles pass the hamlet of Sohr 
on the left bank of the river. A t  Goramberwad the valley is about 
8 mile across, with a good deal of jungle. 
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No. 21-contd. 
At one mile fiorn Paisht IChina a direct road to IChelAt vvi panderan 
goes off, said to be impracticable for artillery; not known in detail. 
20. PIS1 BENT-] 2 miles-215 miles- 
At one mile two large rocks close the Goramberwad valley, having 
an opening not more tl lm 100 yuds wide, thelice for more tllan . 
2 miles tlie pass averages 500 yards in breadth ; the next 2 miles is 
pretty straight ancl open, terminating by a vely narrow passage round 
a spur of rock which leads into a narrow cultivated valley called 
MGrdGna; this valley is open towarcls the nortll-west. 
At 7 miles is another opening, ICfindi, wit11 some cultivation; anilat 
8 milcs Bel, Chfiri L h b i  and another opening, till at 12  miles Pisi 
Bent is reached. All these places are suitable for encaml)ingJ and 
have abundance of fuel, forage and ~vater. 
21. BAPOW-13 miles-228 miles- 
Quitting Pisi Bent, the shoulder of a rock and enter a little 
stony space about 600 yards long; a t  the left-hand corner of this 
enters a broad waterco~wse. At 2 milcs the road turns ab- 
ruptly to the right tl~rough a place not 30 yards wide over slippery 
rock, ancl there, bubbling up from under the overhanging limestone to 
the right, is a large spring, the highest (perennial) source of tlie M61a 
river. Prom this spot the rocks seem to  shoot up t o  a startling 
height, and narrow iuwmds till they almost toucli the road, then 
take a doul2le turn to aplace where the passage seems altogether bawd ; 
it is, in fact, but 5 yards wide, and a sharp angle has t o  be passed. 
The way so narrow llaturally has been still further straightenecl by the 
flood-torrents, which have scooped deep holes in the cliffs on each side ; 
the pathway is consequently along the ridge of a bankof shingle and bare- 
l y  two feet wide. At this point the cliffscannot be less than 300 feet in  
perpendicular height. This narrow pass offers great di5cultics to the 
passage of ai-tillery, and is probablytl~e most clifficult point on the route ; 
but in 1839 horse-artillery guns were talcen t11~ough the pass by 
General Willshire. The gorge would not be passable during a heavy 
flood. Though it is doubtless a strong position against a direct attaclr, 
as tho hills on both sides are practicable for infantlay, it would not be 
tenable ~znless the flanks were st~ongly held also. 
It widens very gradually towards tlie exit, but is there no more 
than h0 yards. This spot is 9 miles to Bapow, and for the next mile 
the pass opens somewhat, thougl~ still narrow. 13ere a large ravine 
joins in from the right, and the cliff on that side terminates in  a vast 
mass visible several milcs off. 
The valley then once more opens out, the road going up the bank of 
the river, which generally has no water in it for 5 miles, then acroas a 
very stony plain to 13apow. The village of Bapow is situated under 
the hills on the west side of the valley ; it is supplied wit11 water from 
springs, and there me nlunerous trees round tlle houses. Wood and 
bhusa procurable. No other supplies or for%e. 
B 
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22. ANJIRA-11 miles-239 miles- 
For 2 miles the road leads over the stony plain of Bapow, tlxen 
through a defile f ollonring the bed of the river wlich at  the fourth mile 
begins to have water in i t  again. Road di5cult for alotillery. I n  this 
defile the M61a Pass and river may be said to commence. On leaving 
the defile the road goes over an uncultivated plain for 4 miles to 
Anjira. Here there is an old mud serai with water from a Karez. 
N O  sup~~lies; forage and fucl very scarce. 
23. SORRAB-14 miles-253 miles- 
On leaving the Anjira valley the roacl leads for 4 miles though and 
over low hills, then 5 nxiles of gentle ascent when a watercourse is 
reachcd about 200 yards in width, fordable ; then a descent down a 
rough stony slope for about 2 miles into the valley of Sohrab After 
proceeding along this for about 2 miles comes thc village of Sohrab. 
The valley is mell cnltivated, and covered with several villages and 
orchards W a t e ~  abundant from Rarez ; supplies procurable in small 
quantities ; also fuel and forage. 
24. GANDAGEN-15 miles-268 miles- 
l?t,om Sohrab the valley g r a d ~ ~ a l l ~  b~xt perceptibly rises ; it is bounded 
on either hand by nearly parallel ranges : that to the east is the riclge of 
the ICoh-Maran ; to tho west the hills, though rocky, are low and . 
irregular, thowing out spurn into the plain. A watercourse, the R6d 
Ichbna, trhversing the valley, makes i t s  exit near Sohrab ; therc are 
generally 1'001s of watcr in this. Mr.  C. E. Pitman, Government 
Telegraph Department, travelling in the month of Novembcr 1876, 
notes that there was no water 011 this mmch. The valley is unculti- 
vated; $here are 2 or 3 small nallah cluring the mmch, which offw 
no impediments to troops. Gandagen is on the banks of a brackish 
pool, water-snpply ~canty, no supplies, wood or forage procurable. 
25. RODINJO-15 miles-288 miles- 
R o d  for 3 iniles over hard and stony grouncl, then for 1 2  miles 
over an uncultivated plain covered with low scrub. 
At 7 miles pass a conq)icuous little black hillock with a pool of 
good water in the river-bed. Roclinjo is at the head of the Sohrab valley ; 
opposite the village is the end of the Koh-Mal-an, succeeded by low 
ridges called Syad Ali. 
Water from inigation stream; wood, forage a,nd a few supplies 
procurable. The village contains about 200 houses. 
26. I<I-IBL-&T--13 miles-296 milcs- 
Road for 9 miles over an uncultivatecl plain; foY the last part is 
a, gradual ascent to a low Rot61 or ridge 4 milcs $om Khelht; the 
descent from this is steady and gradual along a watercourse clown a 
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Kllelgt; is a fortified town built at tlie estremil;y of a ridge of bnrc 
rocky hill and on the plain at its foot, containing about 3,fiUO llouses 
and some good bazars ; the residenoc of the lCh611 of Klieljt. sup- 
plies 2nd water abundant. Forage scarce during tllc minter months. 
The valley is populous and highly cnltivated. Elevatioll 6,700 feet. 
The coumiiy is, up to this point, except in the vicinity of villnges, 
singularly bare of trees, nor do the liills procluce ally timber. The 
valley is about 5 miles long by 2 in width ; tlie principal crops we 
wheat, barley and lucerne ; all the trees, exccpt a sort of poI)1a'; are 
fnut-trees, mostly mulberries and al~ricots. 
27. GIRANI-8 miles-3 04 miles- 
Road good,-skirting the foot of western siclc oE range of hills over 
pebbly undulating ground. 
A t  6 miles pass the village of Zikat. Girani is n small village in 
a cultivated valley. Water plentiful. Supplies lwocurable. 
28. MANGARCHAR-18 miles-3&% miles- 
Road fair over the valley until the ascent t o  tlic Lnglliini ICotd 
commences, in which there are some bad roclcy plnccs. 
On reaching the top tlleit is about half a mile of lcvcl, then descend 
by a somewhat rocky road into the RXangarohnl. vallcy. This route is 
im1)racticable at  present for artillery. 
The Mangarchar valley is highly c~~ltivated, wztci. bcillg l~rongllt 
by cond~uts horn tlie surrounding hills. It is pretty thickly stuildcd 
with small villages. A few supplies. Fuel ancl for:igc procura1)lc. 
There is no water between Giraui and the MallPrcha~~ valley. 
There is a somewhat longer but more level 190uto uzsrd by tlie 
kafilas from Giraui t o  Mangarchar, proceeding by the valley to the 
west of ZibYe : i t  is more suitable for the inovemcnt of troops. 
From Khellt to Mangarcha~ can be done in our! march of 22 uiles. 
29. GOR'TS--18 miles-340 miles- 
Road good over the Mangarchz vallcy, then ascend by a stony path 
to the crest of a wdershed, which is nearly 7,000 feet above sen-level ; 
tllen a g r a d ~ d  descent through a most; dreaiy country, betmeen tlie 
Bidirang and Buzi r'anges. No supplies op forage procurable at 
Gord ; water from 3 small wells, brackish; no water on road from 
Mangarchar. 
30. MAST~'NG-~~! miles-3 54 miles- 
Road for 8 miles over a barren plain wit11 patches of cultivation 
here and there to Amanulla, a small village, tlleu for six miles over 
low rndulating hills and through the fields and gardens of 
Masthg.  
M a s t h g  is a square mallcd t o m  with small fort in the midst. 
The valley is highly cultivated. Very cold in minter months. 
Supplies and forage dmndant. 
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31. Eitlier TIRI or FERINGHABAD-7 miles-361 miles- 
Road over Mast6ng valley, then across low sand-hills, with cultiva- 
tion here and there. Tiri is a small walled town. Water, forage and 
supplies proc~nable. 
32. SIR-I-AB-20 des-381 miles- 
Road along the base of the K6mbayla hill; at  about 10 miles is the 
Nishpa Pass between the ZindAn and Chiltfin mountains, about 7,000 
feet above sea-levcl. Descend from the pass by a stony defile, then 
along a wide valley between Koh Ladi and Chiltiin. 
Water and sul3plies procurable. The Nishpa Pass is impracticable 
for artillery, but it can be avoided by making a detour of about 2 
miles t o  the left. 
QUETTA-7 miles-388 miles- 
See No. 20. 
Note-From Khelbt to Quetta can be dono in 4 marches, as ollolvs :- 
... ... Mangarchar ... ... 22 miles. 
... .. Aminda  ... .,. ... 24 
... .. Peringabad ... .., ... 16 
... .. Quot t~  .,. ... . , ,  26 - 
88 ,, 
For best route for artillery vicle No. 12. 
1. The march over the Kachi may be said to be impracticable for 
troops during the summer montl~s from May to September on accouut 
of the intense heat. 
2. In  the event of this route being used, supplies would have to be 
collected at certain depdts, or everything carried with the troops. 
Grass, bhusg and fuel could p~obably be collected in sufficient quanti- 
ties for a considerable force ; but grain, atta, kc., would have to be 
brought principally fi-om Scincl. 
3. The route throughout is practicable for camels; it would, however, 
be as well to employ mules in the M6la Pass or to have the camels of 
the plains relieved by those accustomed to stony ground, and to the 
grazing and climate of the hilly county. 
4. The Mdla is a longer and narrower defile than the Bo14n Pass. 
There are some very bad places as described in detail in route. Al- 
though practicable for wtillery, there would probably be considerable 
difEculty in getting that arm over the road in its present state. 
Care would have to be talcen during wet weather, as the river, like 
the Bolfin, is subject to floods after heavy rain, It is even more dnnger- 
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ous in that respect than the Boldn, as the cligs in many places come 
right down to the bed of the river in more places. 
The Mdla has the advantage of being less liable to interruption from 
predatory tribes than the Bolin, and is used by kafilas horn Icandahar, 
when the Bolhn is closed. Since the BolQn has been made secure there 
is very little traffic down the Mdla. 
Thelength of the pass is 77' miles. Between the head of the pass 
and Khel6t supplies and forage are scarce. 
?ver, y 3 





P A R T  11. 
C H A P T E R  I. 
THE HILLY COUNTRY LYING BETWBEN THE DBRA QHAZI KHAN DISTRICT 
AND QUETTA AXD PISHIN, 
On the mest of the Dera Ghlsi Kh4n District is a range of hills 
called the Snrfikl~ Roh, or Red Mountains, wliich may be described as 
offshoots of the main SGlirnh Range. 
This range is intersected by various passes formed by streams cutting 
tlieir may through them on their passage to the I n d ~ ~ s ,  and through 
which passes lie the routes to the table-lands of T h d  and Cliotali and 
the hilly couiltry of the Mavis and Biigtls between the Indus and 
Quetta and Pidiin. 
'Il~ese passes are held by various Bildch tribes, who also o m  and 
cultivate lslucl in the Deraj6i. These tribes are now coming more under 
the influences of civilization, but have at times given considerable trouble 
to the Government, a detailed notice of wllicl~ is beyond the scope of 
this pamphlet. 
The following short notice of the principal tribes bordering on the 
Dera Ghdzi Klv$ii District is taken from Punjab Frontier Memo- 
randum, 187 G, by Mr. Lepel GsifEn, Accolmt of the Lower Deraj6t by 
Captain Raverty, ant1 Notes on the Dera Glhzi IChAn District by Mr. 
R. I. Bruce :- 
The Boda.l.8 occupy the hills on the immediate north of the Dera 
, Gh4zi Kh.611 borcler, aiid up till 1857 gave constant trouble to the local 
authorities by raiding into the plain country. The tract which they 
occupy is very barren, and its character accounts in a great measure for 
their thievish habits. In 1857, when t h e i ~  offences, robberies, mil raicls 
bad become so numerous as to render punishment imperative, ail expedi- 
tion under General Chamberlain, and numbering over 3,000 men, entered 
theil. hills by the Sangarh Pass, ancl inflicted on thcm severe loss, the 
tribe submitting to the terms imposecl, of compensation for the properti 
stolen and the lives lost in British teri-ito~y, and giving hostages for 
their good conduct in the future. Since this expedition, the concluci; 
of the Bozdnrs has, on the wholc, bee11 fliendJy. Their number of 
fighting-men is estimated at about %,'loo. They hold the passes of 
Sangarl~ aiid Mahtii, both practicable for loaded camels. 
The ~ t h d i  occupying the S6l i  Psss are quiet and easily managed. 







The Kosau, a brave and formerly a veiy influential tribe. From the 
rich~iess of their country and their industrious habits they are, for their 
numbers, one of the wealthiest tribes on the border. There is no cause 
of complaint against them. Bruce estimates their fighting-men as 
numbering 5,420. Thcy live almost entirely in the plains. 
The Legidris livc partly in tlie plains and pnintly in thc liills. The 
head of the tribe, JumB IChAn, is an exceedingly iiltelligent and enter- 
prising man, possessing groat influence mitli i;he ICbetrBns and otlier 
tribes. 
BOY some years past the conduct of this tribc lias been excellent. 
They hold the passes of Vidol; Sakhl Sarwar, aud Choti. 
By the Sakllf Saivwar Pass is the dircct route to Pishin and ICanclahar 
described in No. 26 as far as is lrnown about it. 
The Leghitris are bounded on the soutli by thc Guychinis, and on 
the west by the Ichetritns. Bruce nuumbcrs tlieir fighting-men a t  5,250. 
The Iihe$~dns. 
The Khetrkns are a numerous and powerfill tribe occ~q~ying a 
tract of country i n  the Sdlimjn Hills about sixty miles in width and 
eighty in length horn north to south; on the west they are boundcd by 
thc Luni and I<rilcar AfghAns, on the north by the l K s a  Khel PatIlAns 
and Bozdars, on the south by the Maris, and on the east by the LegUris 
and Gwch6nis. Bruce estimates their fighting-men at 4,560. Their 
chief town is Barkh6n or I-I6jf Kot. Their country is wcll watered 
and temperate, and they cultivate a quantity of g-rain of which wheat 
and Indiau-corn appear to be the staplc kinds, together with a small 
quantity of cotton sufficient lor home consumption. They also possess 
numerous herds of camels and otlicr cattle, au(l flocks of sheep and 
goats. Thcy are also famous for their fine mares. 
They are described as an inilus.trious and agricultwal tribe, tlieir 
country is open to the operations of troops, and bloclcade paralyses their 
trade; conscquently their conduct, from a consideration of their own 
interests, gives rim to no othcr complaint than tllat'khey are, tllolugh not 
tl~emselvcs thieves, notoriously receivers of stolcn property, which they 
dispose of for otlier tribes. But the enforcement of pass responsibility, 
and coqcnsat ion for cvcrytlixig stolen, has brought this means of 
profit to an end. 
1 The Gu~+chkjillis. 
1 
The Gzwcha'nb, to the south of the Leghitris, are about one-half 
shephercls and graziers and live in the hills; i;hc remainder cultivate 
I lands in the vicinity of the Sol% and town 01 I-Iarrand, 
The route to  Qu~etta by Knlian, Dbdar, and the Boldn Pass leads 
through the Clllicllar or Harrand Pass which leads through their 
country. For marly years the GurchLnis had an exceedingly bad repu- 
tation ns robbertj and raiders, and their border was always disturbed. 
But in 1857, ~vllen the t o m  and fortress of I-Iarrand was attacked 
by the asseinbled Mark, B h ~ t f s  and IChetritns, the Gurchini ellief, 
Gliul6m Ilycler Khiin, with a view of rehabilitating his people in the esti- 
mation of Government, joined cordially the English, and, with the 
Lhnd tribe, attacked and defeated the raiders, with the loss of their 
leader and 257 men killed. Latterly they have given no cause of 
complaint. 
llley are said to muster about 2,000 fighting-men. 
The Drisinb are a small and uilimportant clan soutl~ of the Gur- 
chfinis; they are peacedlly inclined, and give no trouble. 
The ~llaza'i~is. 
The ilI(~zd~is are in the extreme south of the Dern GhiLzf KhLn 
District. The majority reside in British territoly, where they own a 
lnrge number of villages, nild their Chief, Imkm Baksh Khin, holds 
large estates and subsidies from Governmeilt, to which he has often 
rendered the most distinguished service. Formerly of veiy predatory 
habits, the Maz&ri tribe have settled dorm1 peaceably as cultivators. 
Their fighting-men are estimated at 4,000. 
Tlie B&$tis occupy the hilly conntiy between Rajanpiir district and 
the Ma1.i hills. Until lately, they have been notecl robbers and raiders, 
but during the last four or five years thek conduct towa~ds the British 
Govelnment has been satisfnctoiy. Their Chiefs have accompailied the 
Agent to the Governor General to Khelit, and have given him eveyy 
assistance in their power. Many of the tribe have taken service in the 
frontier Militig for which their Chief, Ghulim Murtaza ICllfin, receives 
an annual subsidy of Rs. 8,880. 
The route to Quetta from Rajanpfir vid Dera Bdgti and DLdar 
passes through their country. They are able to furnish about 2,200 
fighting-men. 
The Ma& hold the mountainous country to the north and north- 
west of the Bfigtis. They are bounded on the north by the KAkar and 
Luni Pathins, on the north-east by the Khetrhns and Leghgris, and 
south and west by the BGgtis and Brlihdis. The chief tomn is Kkhun. 
The Marfs are an extremely powerful tribe and muster about 4,000 
fighting-men, about one-third of whom are well mounted on the hardy 
mares of the country. They acknowledge the nominal supremacy of 
the K h h  of Khel&t, asd their lmds do not actually touch British terri- 
tolyJ but their cond 
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tol '~,  but tlleil' conduct has a great effect on the peace of oal* border, 
and their control forms one OE the most impol.tant duties of our fi-ontier 
officers. 
The tribe has always been ilistingnished for its habits of robbery and 
violence, their country is large ancl cli6cuIt, while the importance of the 
trade routes which pass through it, make the orderly cond~~ct of the 
Maris of the greatest im~ortance. Their nominal allegiance to the Khgl1 
of I(hcl6t has not prevented them from committing consbal~t raids into. 
his cou~ltry, and it is due to them that the rich tract of Icachi in Khe16t 
territory, insteacl of being highly cultivated and covered with populous 
villages, is almost deserted. 
The arrangements which have been effected in the last few years have 
made a great change. 
Tlie attitude of the Marfs tow~~rds the British Government is now 
exceedingly friendly, and their headmen have given cordial assistance to. 
Major Sandeman. 
I n  follner days the raids by the Maris committed on British territory 
were innumerable. 
The Maris, from their position, have great power in the BolBn and 
also over the route l;o I-Iai~and through their countiy, and that of the 
Yirgtis ancl Gurchjnis via" the Chbhar Pass. This route in the time of 
Al~med Rb6n Duriini was the main t r d e  route to the Pnnjab ; but 
owiiig t o  the lamlessncss of these tribes and the absence of control, the 
trade levas clivcrtecl to ShikarpGr. At present the Maris ancl other Bildch 
tribes seem illdined to be friendly to the British Goveinment; but i t  
may be as well to remember that in 1838-42, when their interests, or ima- 
ginary interests, clid not coincide mith ours, they gave considerable trouble 
to our troops, ancl lost no ol~portu~~ity of molesting convoys and cutting 
up camp-followers. All Bil6ch tribes are entirely under the control of 
their ChieL ill this point, offeriug a coiltrast t o  Pathbns, who are m-uclt 
more clilEcult to control individually in consequence. They are also said 
to havc mudl less bigoted feelings towards us than P a t h s .  In the 
event 01 the I3ildclu tribes remaining frieuclly, large su~pplics of live-stock 
would clonLtlcss be procural~le from them. No other supl)lies can be 
relied on, as the country is natually poor, 'md, in  addition, badly culti- 
~&t;l;cCl. 
C:mcls, sllcel~ ancl mares are the pl~incipal products. The following 
IIOLes by C:~~)f;aill Wylie may prove useful to a better knowledge of the 
Meri countuy :- 
v 
(( Tile Mazargni section of 32arfs boder hhe Bolh fiom the Lalleji 
Mountain to Pil*, are constantly committing Ilavoc in it. At the 
turn ill tile I3olh im-nedidely next to P11; it is joined by a small n d a h  
froln nol.th. This is onc of the several paths bg wlich the Maris 
raiil on travellers in the pass ; they come and ga  by oross-ndlahs leading 
into tile MfislC:,,f, asccucling which stream they get on fi'ect roacl 
betwcen 3a11dar~ and tl1e ICirta Valley, known as th T&i route. All 
%long tlIc lower Boli$n are paves, the traces OQ conxb~ts between 
Mari6: ancl the traclcrs. 
Q 
(( I took the opportunity afforded by a halt at Kirta to see as much 
as possible of the T a k i  Pass, as being the road chiefly used by these 
raiders. As this had, I believe, never been seen before by a British 
officer, thcre was some little di5culty in inducing the Maris in camp 
to act as guides and escort. They were at last, however,  reva ailed upon 
to do so. 
((For the first nine miles our path lay along the Kirta Valley. We 
then tuned short to the right, and entered by a most narrow and rough 
pass through a low line of hills. A small stream of water was flowing 
out of this ravine. 
(( Proccecling for nearly a mile along its tortuous course, we emerged 
into a s~nall grass and rock valley about one mile wicleand four long, 
called Pishi. Up this we went for three milcs, and again, turning t o  the 
right, ascencled a Kotal; this mas rather steep and long, ancl all sheer 
roclr, malring i t  clificult for shod horses, though the Maris naively 
mid they found no clifficulty in rnalring stolen camels with their loads 
go up it. At  the top was a very pretty little grass valley, quite level, 
itncl with a small spring at its north-western coi-ner. 
" The water from this valley escapes down a ndlah, leading due south 
into the Rhta  plain. This also is a footpath, The eastern end of the 
valley is a clearly marl~ed watershed, as all to the eastward flows inta 
the M6skaf nallah, which is repoi.ted as being a very short &stance 
further on. There is a regular path leacling down to it, and I was 
infolined tllat there are two roacls from here, one down the M6skd to. 
the plain of Sibi, and the otller leading north-east of Bahdara, this 
latter toxnl being a long day's march, or about thirhy-five miles clistant. 
We had alreacly come sixteen miles, and the day was wealing on, so I 
was relnctantly obliged to retrace my stcps to Kirta. A full survey of 
these routes woulcl have been most interesting and uscful." 
Dr. Tl~oml~son says :- 
"Prom the low sandy hills to north of Kii,ta,, thyre roacls proceed t o  
the Mad country; first, called Panairband, is difficult (a robbersJ roacl), 
and goes to the M6skaf nallah; second, Tahi,  easy for camels, goes 
straight to Baclra and Mandai : it is a good road, and has water mcl grass 
at several places ; third, Chedriggi, a thieves' roacl, difficult and unfit for 
camels. It also leacls to Ba&a void a place called Sarot, where there is a 
pool of water (enou& for about 2,000 horses) and plenty of wood and 
grass." 
Tie Khhnrs. 
!he R h L w s  inhabit the extreme south-east corner of Afghdnistln : 
the routes Born Thal Chotali to QueCta and Pishill lie through their 
comtry. Not much is Lnowu either of them or of their count~y. 
The valley of Quetta formerly belonged t o  the I<&kars, ancl many of 
them still dwell in Quetta and its immediate vicinity. 
They borcler 011 the Bozdhs, Khetrgns, and the Sham plai11, and 
occupy a11 the country between Thal and Sibi. I<ajak and Sibi are 
inhabitecl by the Pani section of the I<$hrs; the Quetta VnUey by the 
K,si section. 
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occupy the defile, but tllcir settlcrnents come close down to it. In  the 
valley of Pisllin tlley occul~y the country about Darzi Karez. 
The country of the Ictikars is as yet unexplored by Europeans. 
Their counby is extensive and intersecited by spurs coming down 
Prom the S6limiin Range, but which, owing to the great elevation of 
the plains themselves, rise to no great height abovc thcm ; it is almost 
devoid of trees, and tlle few that do exist have been brought up with 
considerable care in the immediate vicinity of villages. 
Small poi-tions 01 the laild, here and there, are irrigated from " Rarez," 
hut tllc chief mass of the c~~ltivation is " lallain, " or dependelit on win, 
which, howevel; seems to be more general heibe than in m y  other locality 
in these parts. 
There is but one crop in the year, but this tribe possess layge floclis 
and herds of camels, cattle, sheep and goats j and export hides, ghee, wool 
and goats to Pishin, the De~ajgt, aud Kandahh. 
The following are the principal scctions of the tribe:- 
Jalazai.-This is the most influential divisioa of the Kikars : their 
main strengtll lies about Kiisar and Bori. . 
Xdsa Xiel.-Musters 3,000 men, occupying Sarai, a place at the 
foot of the monntains on the Masi frontiel; with which tribe this 
fiection have interminable feuds. 
X~~dizai.-Numbers 2,000 sti90ng : this section is rather looked clown 
upon by the rest of the clan, owing to their occupying the country 
about Darzi ICarezJ and being obliged to pay revenue to the ruler of 
Pishin, whose territory they adjoin. 
Utqnalz XheZ.-This section can tulv out about 200 men. 
AbclbZazai.-Musbers 2,000, and resides at Mayana. 
Ka6izni.-Who hold the lands of Taxbizai on the Zh6b road, are 
chiefly sl~epherds, ancl turn out 1,000 strong. 
I1amznzai.-Turns out 1,100 men, and occupies Shah-&ng. 
Shabozai, Tenizai and AZizai.-Bad1 musters 200 strong. The Alizai 
have another faction 300 strong at China. The hed-quwters of the 
first three are a t  Darzi and Sazri. 
KItidu~nzai.-Occt~l>ies Maskat, mustering 200 strong. 
The total fighting-strength of the ICBkms is estimated at from 14,000 
to 20,000 men. They are badly armed with matchlocks and tulwars. 
They are fanatical Molmmedans, and althoug?~ not able to malre a stand 
against disciplined troops, would be on the lookout to cut up 
camp-followers and annoy convoys. 
The ICLkars are on lriendly terms with, and consider themselves 
brethren of, the Ghilzais. 
The tribe known as L6ni Pathiins are Kiikars: -- they occupy the 
country to the north of the IChet,rans. 
Rozlles from Deva GBLzi Khdn Bisfvict to Qzletta and Piskin. 
No. From To By what place. 
Sibi .., MQmaud. 
23 Dora Ghdzi RhBn . . . Dfidar ... Harrand, the Chhohar Pass, Dera i Bhgti and LeLri. 
24 I 99 I Bti?klliL11 . .. ( Ssrkhi Sarwur Pass. 
Q ~ ~ e t t a  ... ShkhLrhi Sarmar Pasa, Bhrkhsn, 
Chotali and Thal. 
I1 
28 7 I Mengrota ... 
Pishiu a , O  
Dera Gh&zi n f t n  . .. 
Salchi Sarwar Pass, BbrlchLn, 
Chotuli and Thal. 
Chhohar Pass and Kahan. 
The Sangarh Pass, the Luni 
country and Mekhtar. 
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( 53 ) 
No. 22. 
A.one BLrLhd~t. to SibZ JJ 17IB11mft(t. 
1. MAKMARE SHAM- 
Running-water. 
2. SATI-IEWALI- 
Water at  one place en route, road undulatii~g, but no difficult hills 
crossed. 
3. MAI\XAND-- 
Pass en route the M&njra Defile, which, though formidable, presents 
no difficulties if unopposecl. 
4. MANJRA on RARMARI- 
Two routes. There is one very diEcnlt hill (Baglio) ; lndeit mi-- 
mals, instead of crossing this, tnlce n detom. 
5. ICAORA OR CI-IARAR THAR- 
Und111ating mnrch, but presents ~u, notable difficulties. 
6. MANDAI-II- 
A long and nnddating march, water ew ~ o u t e ;  at Gfi~hlel; n large 
pool. 
.7. ICIIAT- 
Stated to be asho1.t innrch, probably 10 to 12 miles; levcl. 
8. BADRA- 
Long march followillg the Sibi watercourse. 
8.  TANOR OB TANGKI NAI- 
This marc11 has one difficult but short descent t o  the Bcji water- 
coul'se. 
so. sIBT- 
One vel*y long march, probably 311 miles, or two moderate ma.~cl~es 
can be made by halting at Gfild Shahar, a village inhabited mostly by 
hhe Hasailis (Bilfich) . 
NOTE.-Notliilg is really ltnown of this iqnte : the marcbs are given in t l ~ c  hope thnt 
they ]nay be soine day verified. . 
NO. 23.- 
De~a G7dz6 ILldn to Dddw vi6, BawawZJ ChdcEcLa~ Pass, Dera Bligti aqzll 
Lehri. 
1. CHOTI-RI-ICOT-14 miles- 
A small village ; supplies procukble ; water plel~tiful ;encanlping- 
ground good ; coul~try level, open, ma junglyJ mith p d h l  cultivation ,/ ' 
near the villages ; r o d  unmetalled, but tolei-ably good and bridged ; 
pws Gaggb at 5 Jj miles. 
2. CI-IOTI-12 miles-26 miles- 
A small outpost; supplies 6CWce; water proctvnble; coul~try a 
vast desert ; road toleral~ly good, sandy, .and stony ocwsionally ; cross 
the broad sandy bed of a nallah shortly before Choti; only 
difficult cluriilg the rains. 
3. GANGI-IAR-12 miles-88 miles- 
A small outpost ; supplies scarce ; mater procurable ; country and 
road as above. The GfirchSvnis inhabit the hills in front of Ganghar. 
4. HARRAND-18 miles-5 6 milcs- 
A good-sized place with a strohg fort, a frontier post; supplies and 
water plentiful ; country fairly cultivated on nearing' Hwrand ; road 
as above. 
5. TOBA-17 miles-73 miles- 
Road good until entering the Chgchu Pass at the 9th mile, ~vhen 
i t  becomes stony, leading up the bed of the Chfichar nallah. 
At 11 miles pass DraGt, where there are some pool3 of water, 
sometimes used as an encamping-ground, but crampecl aid otherwise 
ill-suited for bodies of troops. After passing Dralr6t; tlie pass becomes 
narrow for about a mile and a half; i t  then widens out, and there is a 
good road. 
Near Toba there is n quantity of tamavislr jungle. Wood and 
water, grass for horses, and camel-grazing abundant. 
The mater is obtained from a spring on the hillside a1)out 400 
yards from camp, and is of excellent quallty. 
6. BAKSHAN-KB-BHET-15 miles-88 miles- 
Pass open and easy for first five miles, when a small ICotal is 
reached, over which the path lay. 
The ascent is emy, but iLe descent, being down the side of a steep 
hill of loose earth and sand, is somewhat difficult. There is an easy 
rod,  however, to the right, but it is about R miles longer. 
About a mile beyond this the pass becomes somewhat narrow, the 
bed of the nallah full of boulders occupying its entire breadth, the road 
being cut out of the side of the hill. This nayrow portion is about a 
mile long, but beyond i t  the pnss opens out; the road to Bakshan-lce- 
Bhet is easy. 
Baksllan-ke-Bhet is a small open valley at a. bend in the ChSvchar 
stream, near the point where the Kalchas nallah joins it, aad at tho 
head of the pass. 
There are a few 1a.g.e tamarisk trees and spring of good water, with 
plenty of grazing for cattle. This place is about 1,856 feet above sea- 
level. 
Captain Wyliefs remarks on the Captain Wylie has the following 
Chkohar Pess. remarks on the ChLchar Pass :- 
((The length of this pass is 33 miles. I ts  lower ball is rougl~, 
rocky and cramped. At present it is impassable for whecled-guns, 
though mountain-guns and all others arms of the service could 
traverse it with ease. 
"Without much labor a road sufficiently good for wheeled-vehicles 
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all round, and the watelw-supply (though in parts bmckisli) is of suffi- 
cient quantity, especially at Toba and Bakchan-kc-Bhet. 
"The pass luns in a south-westei*ly direction, havhg on tlle 
north-west the Mmf mountain and on the south-enst the lower 
rauges ~vhicli lie between Marf nnd tlie plains, tlie only loBy crests 
being Bheshto Bhet and Jdmd-lre-zard. 
" It should be remembered that no supplies save grass and wood 
are obtainable throughout tbc Chschar, which is quite uninhabited." 
7. KALCHAS-9 miles-97 miles- 
Road through a country of low mlclulnting sand-hills, covered wit11 
long dry grnss. At about five miles reacli tlie Sham plain, and follow 
the Kalchas nallnh f o ~  four miles to camping-ground. Watcr here is 
somewhat hard but abundant. It is tali~11 from tlie nallah. Gyass 
abundant, wood scarce. 
Ca~,tnin WYUO'B remarks ou tllo Captain wylie llns the following 
s h a m  plain. renlnrks on the Sliam plain :- 
At the hcnd of tlie Clrlchar Pass lies tlie Sllnrn pl:lin. This, 
though hy no mealis the lnrgc lcvel space shown in tlie old surveys ol' 
tlie Dera GhBzi IC11:iii District, is still ol' some cstcnt, 1xlt it is divided 
illto several v:~llcys by ranges of liills. 
cc  Thc plaill is midnl:uting, brcalcing in somc parts into stony lines 
of low liills, but, f o ~  tlic lunin, thc soil appears good, and grass of 
thc Lest quality is abundaut. 
"The Knlchas nallrul~ is tlie main source of tlle Chiichar. There is 
always wntcr in it (ratller bmclcish hut not Lad), and d l  r~long its 
banlcs there are sites for enca~npments. 
If it were not for Mnri raids, the Sham plain would be a fine 
couiltry Eor the linsbandman and shcplienl; good ~vnter is rcportcd 
witlib ten feet of tlie swfacc, tlle air is clear and b m c i ~ l ~ ,  and in 
summer the nights are said to be always cool :md pleasant. Tile 
general elevation is about %,SO0 feet abovc sen-lcvcl." 
8. CHATT-18 miles-115 miles- 
Route along tlie upper pnrt of the Sli~ani plain, to~vard tlie tract 
of country lying bct~vccn the range of low hills called 3Iir Dost-kc- 
Zard and IClial~ hill. There is no made road, but thc coulliry is 
easy, ancl, with the exception of an occasionnl small nallah, flat and 
free from stones. It is covered all the way wit11 grass and jungle, 
bushes a d  trees. 
At  a b o ~ ~ t  eight miles a low matershecl is crossecl, and road proceeds 
down the Chatt stream, which on rounding the west end of Kliap, 
flows into the Philawar, 
Can113 at the extreme end of Rllap, from encamping-grounct get 
a view of the Plrilawar valley. This is saicl t o  be n magnificent 
valley lying between IChnp and Siih Koh. Its soil is said to be 
excellent ancl pasturage abundant. 
Cliatt is about 2,600 feet above se&level. All dollg the road from 
Kalcl1as to Chatt, water is abundant at all seasonn. At Ch;ttJ even 
( 56 ) 
if no is on the by diggiug* only a very short ciistallce 
a plentiful s ~ ~ p p l y  can be obtained. 
9. PATOR-12 miles-127 miles- 
Road for al>ont 4 miles over an easy country of low undulating 
hillocks of sandy soil, covered wit11 grass, then reach a large deep 
na1lah haivining towmas Philawar. Pools of water here and there in 
its bed. 
A t  about 5 miles ascend a g~dly  to the Barzea Pass, thcn for two 
miles over a high grassy table-land, and descend into the Pator 
valley drained by a nallah of the same name. 
Camp near tlie gap bet~veen Sir Ani md ICourdan hills. It is 
about %,750 feet above sea-level. Woocl, water, ancl grazing abun- 
dant; when on good terms vith the Maris, live-stock procurable in 
large quantities. 
Barzen Pass at present not practicable Por wheeled artillery. 
10. DERA BOGTT-23 miles-150 miles- 
Route lies at first south over Pator; a t  2 miles pass Kechi Icot ; 
at 7th mile (~ltitude 2,400 feet) commence ascent of Barb6j. Morao 
is reached at  about lGth mile. - Cross Morao plain, south-westerly, for 
about fonr miles. Pass Morao Sham, n low watershed between 
Morao ancl SihBf, and thence clown the upper poikion of the Sfihf 
afflaeilt. Soil liarcl, much cut up, ,and stony. The ronte here is corn- 
mancied entirely by liills rising about 300 feet above it;. 
Those on the left (south), ~recipitons, jagged, and cut up wit11 deep 
fissures and ravines not practicable for infantry; those t o  noi+h are 
accessible with clifficulty to illfantry. 
The ronte lies mainly along dry bed of a huge mountain-toTrent 
covered with enormous boulclers for about three miles. This ends ill 
a basin, throng11 1v11ich the Daha turns south, and issuing through 
the defile of this name enters SiliLf valley, 12  miles from Dera Bfigti. 
I-Iorsemen waking their horses take upwards of six hours. ShoulcI 
rain fa11 during the march, camels woulcl be seriously clelayecl by slip- 
perilless of boulders &er p:~ssing Morao. 
No water erb rouCe betmcen Kechi Kot and D&a, unless after raiu 
in the Ashian maiclnn oy in the Basgl~anao, which is a little off t;he 
direct route. 
11. SANGSILA-21 miles-171 miles. '1 1%. CHAGIRDI-8 miles 4 f~w1ong.s-179 miles 4 furlongs. p, 13. GWITCH-KI-DRIK-11 miles 4 furlongs-1 9 1  miles. 
14. DINGAN-11 miles-202 miles. 
15. LEHRI-19 miles 4 furlongs-221 miles 4 ft~rlongs. 
16; MOCH-16-mflcs-237 miles 41 furlongs. 
MITTRI-16 miles-253" miles. 
DADAR-15 ~~iles-268 miles. 
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No. 24. 
Bera GkBzi I<hLil~ to Bdrlchdn (H4l  Kot), cnyital aJ' the Khetrh~ FaZZey. 
1. VIDOR-14 miles 4 furlongs- 
Leaving the cantoninent of GhBzi, the road goes westerly, and 
passcs fbr the first 7 miles through country faiitly c~ i l t iv~ ted  on both 
sides ( a ~ ~ t u i n n  a d spri~ig crops) ; irrigation from numerous wells en 
route. For about a mile and a half the roacl lies through a belt of 
date trees, which almost encircle QhSzi. kf ter  this thecountry is 
dotted about with jungle-trees, and, geilerally spealring, uilintsrsected 
by obstacles. Cross the following canal cuts : (1) A t  44 miles from 
GhSzi t.he Shori masonry bridge, single arch, about 18 feet broad : 
banks heaped up with mud, reaching to a height of about 11 feet, 
width 40 feet. (2) A t  52 miles from Gl~dzi tlle llanika maso~lry 
bridge, 2 arches, width of bridge 18 feet : banks similar to the Shori, 
but  it is somewhat broader. A t  74 miles pass the village of Churata, 
situahed al~out 600 yards south of the road. Prom this, for the rest 
of the ma,rch thc couiztry is much more aricl ancl less flourishing ; it is 
dotted with jungle trees, and few patches of cultivation, watered by the 
Vidor hill-stream. Viclor is a frontier post and village: supplies to o 
small amount procural~le ; one well in the t o m .  
2. sAICIII SARWAR-17 miles-31 miles 4 furlongs- 
The route lies sonth-~vesterly. The road is not a nlade one, but the 
track is practicable for wheeled conveytinces throngl~out. ?'he country 
to thc right and left is open, and generally clevoicl 01 trees. It is 
more or less of a desel*t, with plots of cultivation, dependent on rain, 
or irrigation of hill-streams, and producing ouly autumn crops. The 
road for the last 2 miles or so is commancled by a low ridge of stony 
hillocks on the sonth, sloping gently from a distance of from 800 
yarde to 34 miles. It is, as a rule, heavy from saitlld ; in places Ilarcl 
and stony. As the road approaches Sal<lli S a r w a ~  (the highest ~vliite 
tomb of which comes in view froin a clista~~ce of 8 to 10 miles, t,he 
town i t s e l  beiug visible for the last 4 miles or so), it is commanded 
by the hills fr,oin tlle north-west. Pass the following hill water- 
courses : At 1 rnile branch of Viclor. At 2 miles branch of Vidor. 
Both some 200 yarcls wide; smdy bed, banlrs low. At  about 12 
miles a hill-stream ; much as abme, at  $ mile fsom SakG Sar~vztr, the 
Molram ditto ; left bank steep, and some 40 to 50 feet high. The 
cam~ing-ground here is open, but very stony, and commancled by 
hills. Grass fair (from lhe hills) ; wood very scarce ; water, generally 
speaking, scarce. The road so far is practicalsle for wheeled convey- 
ances of all sorts. 
3. SlRl*--11 miles-42 miles 4 f~dongs-  
Leaving SakK Saywar, the route lies a t  tile foot of the hills and 
over stony country for about 53 or G miles, to the bank of the Nitha- 
wan. I t  then enters the Mithawail about h mile, from where it is 
* No~x.-Mnjor Sa,ndeman ssys knfilas gonerally go through to Raji. Thera 
ie now a good made road througho~~t. 
I1 
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joiried by the Siri, ancl follows the latter up to the valley of this name. 1 
The Siri is a watercourse, with stony bed varying from 100 to 200 i 
ynrcls ; hills on either side, usually low, ancl of limestone formation, j 
though at places they we scarped. A t  about 9 milcs running-water 1 
is reachecl. Tlie water at about 9 miles is absorbed in the bed of 
the Siri, but about this is met with for many miles; it is good, and 
fair supldy of a coulde of ~arcls  or SO, and about 9 feet cleep. From 
this point to thc Siri valley, which is distant about 2 miles up-stream, 
there arc a few plots of cultivation (ICdois and I-Iinjwads) on the 
banlrs of the Siri, with a few acres of good wheat-crops, as the water- 
course near the Siri ~ ~ l l e y ;  it opens out considerably to a dis.lance in 
places of several hulldred ~ a r d s .  Camp at  east edge of valley ; water 
goocl ; grass scarce ; no supplies ; camping-ground, except aEter rain, 
i 
1 1 
large enough for a large brigade or division, but stony. 
4. ICAJI-7 miles-49 miles 4 furlongs- 
Ascent commences dmost iinmecliately after crossing the Siri valley, 
and is very rocky. Running-water dl the way in the bed of the Siri. 1 
5. CHATTE MAR-10 miles-59 miles 4l furlongs- 1 
Continue up bed of the Siri, which is very clifficult. It is a qtles- I 
tion whether this could be made practicable for lightly-laden camels : 
tlley are, in the present state of the road, never taken. The Unt , 
Thoda (SohBi) road runs near this, south, and is far preferable. At 
Chatte Mar this route rejoins the SohLki road. \ 
ANOTI-IIIL ROAD IS AS POLLOWS :- \ 
A long and tiring march, impracticable for lade11 camels : merchanclise \ 
ancl baggage have to be taken on bulloclrs or donkeys, which are pro- 
cllrable in small quantities at Sakhi Sarwar. From the Siri valley the 
rvncl runs at first fairly level, west by south. At  13 miles it crosses a 
low hill, ancl proceeds along its crest, leaving on the south a valley 
very similar in shape and dimensions t o  the Siri, and watered by  the 
Itiikhi. , A t  2!t miles descencl a few yards to the bed of the Sebdi, 
follow i t  to tho junction of the Sebdi and Barghin, a mile or so, 
aiicl take the li~tter. The Sebdi is some 60 to SO yards wide, very 
rough and stony, ancl commancled by rugged ancl bleak bills. The 
Barghin is sirnilw to the Sebcli, but less difficult as t o  stones ; lor 
some hui~drcd yarcls at  times no stones bcing met with. At 4& miles 
there is water in the Barghin, which is here absorbed (a running 
stream a yard or so wide, and a few inches deep). Thc roacl generally .?r, 
follows the baillr rather than Che bed of tbe Barghin, which is very 
winding. It is very stony, but could, without much labour, be made 
fairly easy. A t  ti$ miles there is a good poolin the Barghin. Water 
good (between 44 miles md this running-water nearly the whole way) 
from this point to Chatte Mm ; orclii~aril~ no watcr obtainable. Up to 
this the road presents no dific~~lties. Here the ascent of the 
Soh&lri hill commcnccs, and lasts 14 miles (total from S i ~ i  7 miles). 
It is a stiir ascent, with large, loose rocks ancl bonlders. I-Ience, 
for about $ mile, the road is level, or nearly so, ancl passes 
on the left, so~ th ,  a  mall plot of arable land, a few acres only 
cultivated at times by the I-lacliani Laghhis, At about 79 miles 
he valley of this nabc, 
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the nsceilt to the Iiiglicr slopes or Su11:il;i reroallllPncr#, nl~tl 
1:wts Y $  miles. I11 places it is very stilF :nit1 rlillicl~lt, Sroiu 111o.qtl T O I . ~ ~ ,  
kc .  ; liorscmeii geiiera.llp cli~mniiiit ill t\vo nr tllrec? pln~w, tl~clugl~ it is 
possible to ride the whole ur:~y. The Ilill is of ~:~n~lstnllc~ forrll:~tic,li, 
~ o c k y ,  but the soil would qtparently be e:i~ily \vor1:(.11, :mtl i t  \vc,llltl riot 
be n vcry difficult matter to riinkc the roatl l~r:ic~ticfi:~l~lc bir I:itlc~i c:~intlls. 
'l'he ascent of the Sohdki hill (from :I roug11 r:~li*ul:itior~) is :~plbnrputly 
1 in G. I n  some places tho rocks woulil ~.ticl~~irc to 1)u blastctl ; :incl by 
cutting out the road in :L tlircctiC~n aLont 1 ;t niilus wtat nf \\.l~i~rc~ thr 
descent now conlmenccs, niitl taking a tirruit of tl112 ~iortli s1)ur of tl~t. 
hill, i t  :~ppcars feasible to rn:ttcri:llly C:lrilit:~te tlitb s11q)t~ villlni~t :illy 
very great outlay. Snow is snit1 to fall, in snl:tll cl~~:~i~titir~s, crrlcat> c)r 
twice only in tlie \\.inter. T l~o  minf:ill Iit~rc is s111:ill ; : I I I ~  :I$ t l l p  
route gclnernlly follo~ss tlic crt~st of tlir ~i~ltlcr-ft~:rturc.s :IS ~ l i r . ~  tlrlsc~tqlrl 
to tlie plaiiis, it moult1 ilnt s~ifftlr m111:Ii tlalli:~~c, \vl~t~ii O I I ( * ( ~  i ~ i i ~ l l t ? ,  fr(1111 
tile cause's wliicli annu:llly tlc.r:rrigtl hill ro:itls. I ? ~ I I I I I  S~r11:iI;i ptl;~k tl~tb 
rol~te lies along tlic ltvlgtb or tlit~ St1111il<i l~ill,  SI-11111 \ \ l ~ i ( - l ~  t11t.r~ i* l ~ r -  
~)~~iidicnlnr (1 lsnp o l  st!vcr:~l I~nutlrt~tl k'~~tll ,  (11 lwn t 1 4  t 1111 11vd ,,I' f l l v  l::iklli, 
or its 1)r:iilc~llt~s. Tlie rrr;ltl llcrt. i.; II:II.~O\V. I t l't,I111\\< t111* S(, l~il i i  
crest :ibt,ut B milcs (tot:ll 1;1). 0 1 1  111is iar14,t ;tr(. I wci *11i:111 lt~ttslq, 
\\,liicli nlily c o l ~ t a i ~ ~  w:rtrr 1~ f i~ iv  TVI ' I~I~S :~ftclr ~ : I ~ I I .  1<ro111 t 1v 1:;tIi 
~nilc tlict ro:irl gocs tlo\vl~liill ,'; ll~ilc or so, :~ntl 1111 :L si~llil:~r ; I + I Y , I L ~  111' 1 I 
111il15s (total 16  niilos), vcry Y O I I ~ I I ,  \\it11 1:1rqt& k11111t's; ~ , I T I I ~ I I I S  f 1 1 ~  
most p:irt, nf the roi~tl b t \ in~  :i vclry ht iff c.linrll. I Iibrv Il1t2 1Iiitil~i111 it*.; 
of l l ~ c  rc~:id for tliis ni:~rt*ll c*o:csr. 1qro11k tllk l ~ t ~ i i l t  ' ~ l l c ~ \ v  for :b S I I I I ~ L  
t1ist:lnc~i. lllc s:1111ly l ~ t l  of lhv l j :~rql~il~,  ~vllit.11, :~ftvr iil~t~ut I f nri1t.s 
(total I (i)), leatls to tlic snui~iiit of :I ~~l:~tc~:ln, or r:~tllc~r :I st pi ti^ I I ~  
pl:lte:u~s, S O I I I ~ \ V ~ F L ~  11i1dulntii1#, I I I I ~  f :~~r ly  lc~vt~l (IZII{I\ \  11 :I\ >I:~I~:LII), . . 
' oil whidl is a ltwge 1Iatli:llii fi'r;lvvy:wtl, cont:ul~ln:, :unr filrght 11t1l1.r~~ 
tile graves of a few of tllc Sorulcr 31:1k:1tl:r11is of tlue l l i ~ t l i : ~ ~ ~ i  I ~ ~ ~ ~ I J I I ~ .  
Follow these plateaux for a rr~ilc-i~~~tl-:~-l~:rlf or so, ~ r . l ~ t . l ~  t lu ('l~:rtt~l 
Mar  vmlley ir; reached. Camping-x1~o1111il in  tlir~ v:~llty, :rrl!l on tllc 
p1:~teaux just above it, suflici(~i1t for  on^, if I I ~ I ~  I I I I I ~ , ~ ,  I J I I I I I ~ I ~ I I ~ ( !  , ~ , , j l t  
d'n~ttde, but hard and rocky. F\':ltc~r frc1111 sc~vcl1.:11 ~1c11.; gt.l~tll':tlly 
found here for two miles :~ftcr r:~in ; : i~lcl  as 11u:r~y r:1i11 tills 111+rth oa1.c 
or twice a quarter, it is generally :I sure iiucl. Cir:~ss in :~\)ui~d:~~it~c' ; 
wood rathcr scarce. 
There is now no clifficulty between S:~lilii Snrw:ir :uid 11:1kni, :I q,11d 
r o d  about five feet wide having Leeii 111:111e tlie \\hole \:I!, rl'hta 
~ o a d  runs through Chette MarJ 1~4iicll is clove to tlie 111uc4h prt.fcr:rlrlr 
encamping-ground of Gagan-lra-Th:~l. 
6. ltAI(NI*-13 miles 4 furlongs-70 miles- 
The route commeilces (general direction \vest by soutl~) \\-it11 a \*cry 
&iff ascent, about one mile, cxfficult on act.ourd cif I:~rgci rtcks nl~tl 
boulders, and it there follows the crest of this for 2 rnilr. It is thpn 
tolerably level; and there is a descc~lt al' about a q11:lrter 111 :I ntiltl, 
Gagan-ka-Thal is reaclied. 'L'he road tlien crosses tlic \illley south- 
i west by  west; water in abundance; valley grassy, and in lengtll a 
I --- 
8 NOTE.-Made road euds aL Rukui. 
I 
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liitle over a mile (total 3 miles). At  Llle head of the valley it  turns 
off m r t  h- west, and commences the desccnt immediately, which for 
some distance is very casy as to gradient, but s h y .  At the mouth of 
tile Gagan valley, as well at  its head, are graveyards 01 the Hadians 
ancl IChetrBns. After abont 3 miles of tolerably easy dcscent, the 
road is very difficult: horscs have to be led for about a mile or 
more. next 1% miles is fa i~ ly  easy; then very clificnlt for a 
rnile or so (total 7% miles). The next 2 miles are easy; at abot~t the 
10th mile pass Ba  Wata Toba on the right, a small tal~k, where water 
will always be Pound. At the end of the 10th rnile (the descent may 
be said t o  have ceased) i t  is still slightly sloping down~vards, but is 
almost imperceptible. A t  the end of tlle 12th mile enter the Ralrni 
valley, mhich traverse for about 1 8  miles to Rotllar lCot. Water 
from two wells and pools after rain; grass, wood, and supplies 
scarce; camping-grouncl open for miles. After the autumn crop is 
cut, coarser grain is available in al~unclance. From Hothar the ascent 
to about 2 miles .*vest of Gngan Tal occupies a good 24 ktours; tllence 
to  Gagan Tal easy walking. Bullocks are availal3le at l totl~ar to 
carry baggage ovey the hill: 34 mannds is considered the utmost 
load, and animals carrying this weight do the journey in three 
marches or four to Salchi Sarwar. This is the road most frequented 
from G h h i  to the KhetrBns, T ~ ~ ~ I I s ,  MGsa ICllels (and also to the 
Lfini country). One or two small lrafilns of froln 6 to 8 bullocks will 
be met 01.1 the road daily. 
7 .  LAJILNI-8 iniles 4 furlongs-81 miles 4 Eurlongs- 
Leaving Rothar, turn off straight for ihe mouth of the Baclhi Pass, 
which is distant 34 miles. Cross about half-way a stream running 
from Delcha hill to the Ralrni watercourse, a small perennial rivulet 
with high baulrs. The pass is about 3$ miles in length, difficult in 
parts (see " Badhi" for details), but particularly for horsemen and 
laden camels. From the inoutll, west of the pass, the road is over a 
cultivated plain to  Lanjani or Bhanar Kot, which is hid from view by 
a low spur, at the Toot of which it is situatecl. After entering the 
pass, t l ~ e  roacl throughout is along a fitream of excellent water. At  
Khanar a small amount of provisions available; grass scarce; wood 
available; water good. 
8, ISBNI DAICO KOT-10 miles-91 miles 4 furlougs- 
The roacl may bc said to be level throughout, and tliifi is a very easy 
march. It lies a t  first up n brallch ol' tlie Lanjnni valley, having on 
light the Bncllli strcam. At 4 milc pass on right village of Raliim, 
svallecl 400 yards l'rorn roacl. A t  1$ miles pass u low watershed, which 
crossed, enter a portion of the Zalcmni vallcy (Letween Rahim ICot 
and this watershed a roacl branches off to the right to Bagllao Gali) : 
close to the ~vatershecl, ancl on left of roacl, at  80 yarcls, is an old mud- 
and-stone Zalcrani fort, cleserted. 
At 24 rniles on right of roacl, 80 yards a11cl l~iddcn from view till 
close to it, is a small fort ol' mud and &one, Raniln Kdla, on a spur. 
A t  5 miles on right of roacl, uild within a diatance of 4 mile on a spur, 
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the crest of n low spur, which the road crosses, is the fort of Nodo, on 
right of, and adjacent to, the roacl, of mucl and stoncs; water horn a . 
well in the lort : from this the route lies through the Noclo 
(head of the Iskni), which is cultivated to the right of wad in places, 
but gcnmally waste to the left. At 6 miles the road enters a narrow 
defile, the length oE which is about a mile, fairly straight, and general 
diirection west-south-west. A -perennial stream carrying the drainage 
of the Nodo valley runs its length; its bed is rocky. The hills on 
either side rise to about 150 feet, and their crests are distant about 
400 yards. XJence to I s h i ,  3 miles down the Isitni valley. The road 
is commanded on the right by a circular small fort, Muda, d 2 mile 
from mouth of the pass; by a square Eort, ICanni ICala, dishilt 1,500 
yards from road and 4 mile from the circular fort; at  4 mile fui+her 
on a low spur comes d o ~ m  to within a few prcls of the road : behind 
it is situatecl the fort of Haris, a small mud fort. Hence to Dab 1 
mile. Daku is situqted on a low rocky spur; i t  is a small mud fort. 
Supplies abunclant; grass scame; water good; a yunning-stream 
Salling into the ICaha. This road throughout is through valleys, well 
cultivated, and commanded the whole way by low hills, usually of 
limestone formation, and distant sometimes 100 yards, in other places 
800 yards, or a mile, from either sidc of road. 
9. B ~ R ~ C H ~ N - ~  miles 99 miles 4 furlongs- 
The road tlu.oughont is pei-fkctly level and easy. Isrini is the head 
of the BBrlcliQn valley, and is Imown by the IatLtter name after a mile 
or so (close to a clump of trecs on l,he road). General direction R$50J 
or between the high pcaks of Granclan and Per Roh, which serve as 
good laid-marks. The roacl lies through a magnificent valloy, which 
procluces a splendid wheat-crop. On either sicle are low hills, some- 
times so near as half a milc, but generally not nearer than 2 t o  3 
miles. A t  1$ miles lenve on the right, clista~ice 8 mile, the small 
village of Badrani; at  4$a miles on the leEt, and at  500 yards or so, 
the village 01 Loina. At 5 lllilcs the road crosses the Baghao or 
Nara (usually dry) watercourse, 100 to 200 bed single and 
rouncl pebbles ; follow its right bank to Chuhar ICot, distant G miles 
from Daliu, situated on a low roclry S ~ U T  commanding the river : it is 
one 01 the largest of the villages in tlie Khetrkn valley. 
Chuhnr ICot the road crosses tlie river, twice following its bed, which 
is stony for some yards within the next 2 mile. Haji Kot is the 
Khetkn capital. Supplies to a large amount of all descriptions a v d -  
able ; grass scarce ; water from a running-stream ; wood scarce. 
No. 25. 
Bere G h M  ICh,dyb to Q*uetta vib Sarihi Sumua~ Bass, B d ~ k h h ,  Chotali and 
l1ha z. 
B ~ K K H ~ ~ N - S B  miles 4 furlongs- 
See No. 24. 
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10.  ]<OLfl (northern part of Kolti plain)-16 miles-115 miles 4 
furlongs- 
Road easy through the Han Pass-water t o  be had on the road. 
Malikzai is passed 4 or 5 miles before reaching the encainping- 
ground, which lies on n perennial stream. From the Elan Pass the 
country of the Zarkhan Pathins commences. 
01' 
10. 'BALA DHAKA-1s miles. 
11. CEIOTALI-20 miles- 
(BQa Dhhka is anotl~er encamping-g~.ound., where wood, grass and 
water are plentiful. The road separates after passing through the 
Han Pass. 
It joins the yoad from Ko16 to Chotali at Za~an.  It is a rocky road, 
but avoids the steep ascent of the Talrel range.) 
11. CHOTALI-24 miles-139 miles 41 furlongs- 
Major Sandeman says the road from KoIG to Chotali is not more 
than 24 miles at  the outside. (The route act down makes i t  
71 miles.) After 2 or 3 miles the ascent oC the Talcel range 
commences. Road clifficult but passable for laden camels. On 
descencling, arrivc at Zaran, where water can be hail. Hencc there 
is alwel i-oad to Chotali. Water obtainable a t  two or three points. 
Chotali contains about 150 houses. It lies on a perennial strcam. 
Wheat is grown. Supplies plentiful ++ Town belongs to tlle TBi-in 
PatK~ns. A direct road goes from IZassan ICot in the IChetrBn 
Valley to ICo16, and to !l%al Chotali. Major Sandemnn says he saw 
this road but did not traverse it; i t  seemed easy. 
The road from Thd to KolG is easy. 
12. TIIAL-15 miles-154 miles 4 furlongs- 
Road through a cultivated country along a perennial styeam. Pass 
forts of the Uslatar6nis and Shadozais. Thal is a considerable place. 
Supplies plentiful. It is sun-ounded by many forts belonging t o  the 
Tarins. 
NoTE.--U~ to this point the route was personzIly observed by Major Satldeman 
in 1876. 
13. OMERZAIj--12 miles-166' miles 4 furlongs- 
R o d  runs through a cultivated country. 'omerzai stands on a 
perennial stream. It is held by a Malradam of the Tarins. Water, 
forage and supplies procurable. 
14. TOYOB-14 miles-180 miTes 4 furlongs- 
Stony, but no h,ills en. ~oute.  Some cultivation from springs dotted 
here and there and used up in cultivation. 
* No~~.--PrnbabIy not for a l a ~ g  Iorce, 








































A high hill on left of ro~~te,  half-way, 5 milcs off ; n:rmp u n ~ n o w n T  
This is a village of 20 houses, 00 nleu of cloll S:1rpri, :' l,nulvll of 
I<B~PELYS numbering 700 or 800 171en. 
15 .  ICALA YUSAF-12 miles-Ifis miles 4 fllrlollgs- 
Easy march. Gross a dry ravine drainill# s o ~ ~ t ~ l .  pttss :, ftatv 
l'ovindah houses en ~oute. A Scw syrirlgs her,: alltl tllt~r,>, nllicgl ;rrtb 
e x p ~ d e d  in  c~~ltivation, rice, wheat. lidla Yusaf is ill \brl,:ul 
 lai in, and contains 100 men. 
16.  B AGHWANA-24 miles-216 miles 4, fllrlongs- 
Stony, undulating. No water en voxfe, nor l l~r l )n~t? ,  A htiHi+ll 
range of hills on the soutll. Cross near Bngllwlina the il;:\ri, :L st rc~:~,~~.  
13agl1w6na contains 40 houses, 1SO men; i t  is :111 c1cv:rtr~tl 1,1;i(.t-, 
very cold i n  the ~ v i n t e ~ ;  large cluantntitirs of cultiv;lti~~u, kt.., ill tI , t .  
vicinity, and beloags t o  Tarins. Fodder plentiful. Rater go~cl ;t~~rl 
plentiful from Karcz. 
17. CIIONGI-16 miles-231 milcs 4 fnrlongs- 
An easy march, much cultivatioii on tllc 17):111. JTatcr fr011l I<:LYPX. 
Scattered hamlets. Pass a high hill a t  10 rllilcs oil tllv I r 4 L  (b(1111l1) 
5 miles off. Chfingi is a smaIl hamlet of 18 or 20 Ilouscs, sol~~c~ 7 or 
8 water-mills. 
18. zf ARAT-14 miles-245 nlilcs 4 furlongs- 
Level road, with cultivatiou near it. I t j s  a smr~ll villageJ wit11 a 
shrine, inhabited by descenhnts of S l d l  Alam, a celebratt>tl 11riehl. 
a la;~.ge nunlber of pilgrims assemble here nC the fd. 
18, CIsAPRI-15 miles-260 miles 4 furlongs- 
matey from spyings. Chapri is a t  the foot of tile  chap"^ IllOuIl- 
tain. 
20. QUSTTA-2 5 miles-285 miles dh f ~rk~llgs- 
~~~~~d the ~~~s~ 'Nit11 snow for five or six ~nolltlls; 
descend, a;ncl &ence to Quetta for 13 01' 14 nlilcs. 
NOT*.-Information rega~dii~g roote from Tllal to Quetln is very i m p d c c t  at prcst'llt. 
No relimcc m u d  be placetl OIL boillg able to  procurt! ~ ~ l l ~ l ~ l i ~ b  b . this TOU~C. 
No, 26. 
See Nos. 24 and 25. 
14 SSXINJAZAI-14 miles-180 miles 4 fodongs- 
pair through the c0~~1t ry  of the KLlcnr Pathl~ns. The Tnrin 
counhy ends a t  Omormi. At Shinjazai, grass, WOO(] and l~ilter are 
plentiSu1. 
NO, 26-co~licl. 
15. SHINJAVI-12 miles-192 miles 4 furlongs- 
Road rather difficult ; runs through a pass, through which a peren- 
nial stream flows. Grass, wood and water plentifal. 
16. PAI-8 miles-200 miles 4 furlongs- 
Difficult road is traversed by kafilas. Pai is a ICdkar village; 
grass, wood and ~vatcr are plentitul. 
17.  ZAGI-IWANZ-18 miles-218 miles 4 furlongs- 
Road lies tIl~ough st fertile country. Zagllwanz is a hamlet of the 
Kjlrars ; water from springs draiiliug to Ralli. 
A t  2 or 3 miles from Pai the route branches off in  two : (1) the 
Salam-i-all, nortllerly ; (2) Salam-khdslr, southerly. The two routes 
rcjoin after some 8 miles. The Salnm-i-a12 is generally talcell. A t  8 
miles from Pai is  a spring, thc water of which flows into a tank 
(masoiuy) said to have been built by Pir6z Shhh. Not far from this 
the two routes meet. this to Zagliwallz there is no water. 
18. Z WANGAI or SPINZANDAI-18 miles-23 6 miles 4 furlongs- 
Tile road runs over a slightly undulating country, and between 
hills running north and south. Water on the road horn springs 
(~vhich clisa11pe:~r in their bed) in placcs;, watel* from springs which 
are used up i n  culltivation, of which, ho\vever, thcre is  not much. 
A q)ur  is crossed near eilcl of this stage, wliich is considered the 
boulldsry of the Khlinrs ancl ICandahar, and drains east to near 
Dalrl~i, west of the SGrlrliiL. 
19. ISAB-ICACI-I-15 miles-251 miles 4 furlongs- - 
The country now is undulating, but sandy and stony for 6 or 8 
miles, after which khe road follows, in and out, a dry ravine. 
There are hills on the north ancl south of the route, but a mile or 
so off i t .  Isab-Icach consists of hainlets of 1% or 15 houses in each. 
It l-ras abundance of c~dtivation from springs, which flow into the 
al~ove-meutioned ravine. Fruit (apples) in ab~~ndance ; cultivation 
consists of corn, jowari ; some supplies procurnble, forage in plenty. 
20. PAIN ICBLA, uear IChojak Pass-18 miles-269 miles 43 furlongs- 
The road is level, l;llrough an extensive, open, fruitful and well- 
cultivated valley, scatlered with a few mud forts m d  small hamlets. 
No hills near the plain. Pain Kttla is a hamlet of 70 OT 80 men P, 
iuhabited by Sayyids, chiefly cultivators ; its water is procured from 
ICarez fed by the S6rlrh&b, a stream with a copious supply. Forage 
ancl supplies p l e~~ t i f  ul. 
I C 
21. GULISTAN ICABEZ, PIs~I~N-22 miles-291 miles 4 fur- 
longs- 
This is a long march, ancl is gellerally over a sandy district without 
much focldel,. The coullt~y is ~omewhat desola,te. Cross the S15rk116b 
and follow i ts  right bank to GulistAn ICarez, which is 2 or 3 
No, 26-contd. 
miles from its banks. A few Povindah hamlets en roqte scattered here 
and there. Plain dotted with zaitoon trees (wad-olive) . QulistAn 
Kwez is a mud fort containing 80 or 100 men, with a small village 
adjacent, somewhat elcvated above the Lora. Its water is good and 
plentiful froin numerous Karez. 
It has much cultivation, coin, barley, &a., and a few gardens. 
Fodder is somewhat; scarce here. 
Prom Thal to Gulisthn Karez is also given as follows :- 
... Ralii (or Daki) 
Bag60 ... 




Pain Kala ... 
GulislBn Karez 
. . *  ... ' 12 miles. 
.." ... 10 J ,  
... ... 8 , , ,  . 
... ... 25 ,, 
. . .  ... 17 ,, 
... ... 15 ,, 
... ... 18 ,, 
... ... 22 ,, 
Total ... 127 miles. - 
General 06servafions. 
Information regarding this route is very scanty. 
It seems lilcely to be useful, as it  is undoubtedly the most direct to 
the Pisliin valley, and seems to oEer no natural difficulties to the 
movements of troops. Supplies could not be relied on, and the 
natives from Thal onvards would probably be hostile. Raverty speaks 
of it as follows :- 
"The Salclii Sarwar Pass is the direct route to Kandahar through 
the district of Thal and tlie PisGn valley; and in Akbar's time, 
couriers arc snid to have been in the habit of reaching Mfiltiin from 
that city in  six days. Water is plentiful along the whole line of road, 
lvhiali is not only practicable for loaded c~mels, but foi* artillery also, 
or, ah Lhe worst, could be made so very easily, for there are no great 
natur:ll obstructioils to prevellt it." 
No. 27. 
Dera Ghkzixi KAch to Dridar vil  IiTar~a~zd, CJlkcLm Pm8 and Kahn .  
PATOlt-127 miles- 
See No. 23. 
10. KALB K0H-15 miles-1412 miles- 
Passing throuigl~ the gap between the Sir Ani and Kourdan ranges, 
tho road procceds clirectly west, skirting the Sir Ani range over most 
excellent ground to the Pator nallah about 54 miles. Along the stony 
bed of nallaL, for about f l  miles to Sajj-ka Kd, where there is good 
and abundant water. Inclining northwwds, cross a largenallah lying 
at the foot of the end of the Danda railge. 
X 
No. 27-conid. 
Ascend this hill and reach an elevated table-land called the Dui 
valley, running directly east and west. This valley is uncultivated, 
but the soil is excellent and grass abundant. It is about 12 miles long, 
and extends on to the open country near Kahan. 
The Dui valley, at i ts widest part, is about one mile b~oad. For the 
first three milesvit gently rises to a ridge extending fivom side to sido 
of the valley called the Dui-ka-Sham (watershed) which is here 
the boundary-line between the Maris and BCigtis, the drainage on 
BGgti side running to the Pator, on Mari side towmds the Kahan or 
Saroz nallah. Crossing the ridge, the valley gently dips, but is 
mnch more stony than before. About 2$ rniles beyond the ridge is 
K&16 Kfih. Here there is abundant wood, water, grass and forage 
for camels. It is about 2,800 feet above sea-level. 
11. KAHAN-1% miles-154 rniles- 
Road goocl, skirting the low hills a t  the foot sf the D a d a  range. 
The valley gradually widens towards Kahan, about a mile from 
which place the cleep Kahan or Saroz nallah is crossed. Consider- 
able cultivation, piincipdly wheat and jowar, about Kahan. Kahan 
is a, s m d  town enclosed by a mud wall built in the form of a square, 
with a sort of bastion in each corner. The walls are a b u t  1% feet 
high, very thin, and in  severd places broken down. The valley here 
is wicle ancl open. The chief town of the Maris ; supplies procu- 
rable in small quantities, live-stock in large quantities. Wood, water 
an d forage abundant. 
12.  NAL DAF-8 mile+162 miles- 
Cross the Kallan nallah ancl proceed in a north-westerly direction 
towards the foot of the Liir1.a Bhga hill, and reach an elevatcd plateau. 
Crossing this at  about 2 miles from Kahan, again stiike the nallah. 
Continue along the nallah for a sho1.t distance, when the Nal nallah 
joins the Kahan. The two combined talre the name of Nal. A t  their 
point of junction they enter a defile in the Kodi hill, and flow in a 
general direction north-west for about six miles to Nal Daf, where 
they are joined by the colnbined Sahfdf aud Kaora. 
Road lies along the stony bed of defile, which is on an average 
80 yards wide all along. The hills on either side are of sandstone, 
very friable, l~e~pendicular, and about 100 feet high. 
. A t  Na1 Daf,, water, wood and grass abundant. 
13. DAI.IO-l% miles-174 miles- 
The route lies up the valle of the Sm-hBf for about six miles, and 
the11 crosses over a watershe 1 to head of the Dahii stream. 
Camp on the banks of thc stream ; water and wood abundant ; grass 
Gcarce. 
14. MIHI-13 miles-187 rniles- 
Climb up from camp t o  the Gandnr table-land immediately above 
it; this table-land is intersected by deep nallahs, with perpendiculsr 
sidcs which drain into the Nal river. 
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One of ravines is crossed by s bridge of stone* said to 
been made by the Empelor Nadir Shah causing each man of Ilia 
army to Ihrow one stone into the ravine. 
Descend by a long inelhe t o  the bed of the Nal river, which is here 
fine strong stream of elcar water. Water, woodJ grass abundant, 
and room encamp a considerable number of troops. 
15. TRATANI-13 miles-$00 milos- 
Route lies down the bed of the Nal, which has t~ be c l~med and 
re-crossed repeatedly. The ground is stony, and, marching in sllch a 
conlined place as the bed of a yiver, the heat is great. Water-supply 
on march good and conskant. A t  Tratani pleaty of space, and grass 
of excellent quality is abundant, also fuel and water. 
16. D HAICO-2 5 miles-22 5 miles- 
For a short distance keep along the bed of the Nal, therc take a 
sudden turn to the right, and follow a route directly west over a series 
of sand-hills. . A t  1 0  miles reach G6zLzi-ke-IChund, where there is a . 
large pool of brackish water at 14 miles further on ; emerge from the 
hills into the plain of Ks.chi. Keep west along tlze skirt of the 
Ma+i hills for about 1 0  miles, when Mall is passed. Then change 
direction to the north for abont four miles, and encamp on the banks 
cdf the Mall stream near a large pool of water lying in its bed. 
Wood, water and grass abundant. 
1 7 .  CAJIP ON THE N A R ~  RIVER NEAR SIBI-11 miles-236 
miles- 
Route lies directly west towards the western hills of Kachi across 
the Sibi District towards tlie t o m  of Sibi. Woocl, water a i d  
grass abundant. The Sibi district belongs to Afghanistau and pays 
tribute to the Amir. It is extremely fertile owiug t o  the constant 
wator-supply &,om the N k i  river which isl used for irrigation. The 
climate is said t o  be good. Its ~ ~ i n c i p a l  crops are wheat, jowar and 
cotton. The principal villages are Kurk and Bajjilr, The iuhabi- 
tants me Mghans. 
18.  DBDAR~Z miles-248 miles- 
Crossing. the Nari, the road leads south-west over the plain of Kachl. 
For description of D&dar see NO. 20. 
The usual route after striking Kechi would be Mdl, Mittli, D%dar, 
as  in NO. 23, thus avoiding Afghan te~ritory. 
Ge.neraZ Observafio?zs. 
This route seems to oEer greater advantages in the way of water, 
grass and forage for camels than those leading by RajmpGr, Jacob- 
and Larkban%, and, if on good terms ~ & h  the Marfs and BGgtfs, 
large supplies of live-stock would be procurable, but no other supplie*. 
The road could be made for wheeled artillery- 
No. 27-contd. 
It is one of the most direct routes to Quetta, lying through Bilbch 
country from Dera Gh&zi Khin and MdltBn. 
Surgeon G. Thomson, in his report, speaks of i t  as follows :- 
a In former days, kafilas from Khorassan to India via" the Bolin Pass 
invariably used the road vid Mall, Tratani, Mihi-lre-Khbnd, and Kahan 
t o  Harrand, along which we are now travelling. 
(' There is certainly nothing in the nature of the roads t o  prevent 
even the largest kafilas from at present using the route. Halting- 
places are numerous, and at  all these are abundant supplies of good 
water, wood and forage. The Harrand fort is said to have been built 
to protect the trade along this route.'' 
Captain Wylie mentions that about 1,400 people marched with the 
Mission under Major R. G. Sandeman in 187'5. 
This route is mainly compiled fiaom the reports of Captain Wylie 
and Surgeon Thomson, 1st Punjab Cavalry, who accompanied the 
Mission. 
No. 28. 
Prom Mcmgrota (25 miles north oJ Dera, GhBzi K h h )  to PisAh vib Mc 
Bozda~ couztry (IAe Salzgarh Pass), tke Adni cozcmt~y amd illekhtkr. 
1. HARANBOR-12 miles- 
The road runs up the Sangarh river, which after heavy rain is a 
mountain-torrent. The Sangarh Pass is 12 miles north of the 
Mahiii and 30 miles south of the Vihowi Passes, and is the principal 
entrance to the Bozdar country. 
It ie practicable for wheeled carriages, and 4 miles from the 
mouth there is a convenient place for encamping called Dachi-ka- 
Kachi. Here the pass divides into two brancl~es : the right route lies 
along the principal bed of the Sangarh river; the left route is less 
stony and wider. Taking the road to the left at about a mile on, 
the hills converge and the road becomes difficult, winding through 
a basin surrounded by low hills. It then opens out, and at a point 
16 miles from the bifurcation it reunites with the right route. The 
latter is veiy narrow, not more occasionally than 50 yards wide, 
but is morc level than the lei. road, though equally stony. The 
Drlignai joins the Sangarh at a point 9 miles from the mouth, 
,and from this point of junction to where the pass opens out at 
Haranbor, a distance of 3 miles, a more formidable route is hardly 
to be met with. Prom the junction of the two channels to the 
1 point where the Sangarh-nai tulns at right-angles t o  the west, it is 
bounded on either side by a scmped hill of considerable height, 
both of which completely command the road, a matchlock fired 
from one hill ranging to the foot of the other. h o m  the point 
where the abrupt .westerly bend occurs, the hills have to be passed 
at right-angles to their strata, and, instead of having one range 
to deal with on either side, a series of precipitous spurs, rising 
one after another in close succession, are exhibited, £rom the summit 
of which perfect command of the road below is given. It is to this 
particular portion of the defile that the term Khiinbund is generally 
applied, altllo 
spot, across w 
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applied, altllough, strictly speakingJ the name implies only that one 
spot, across which a mound of stones and earth has, at some former 
day, been raised to d d  to the natuyal clefences. It would be a very 
doubtful ope1,ation for an army to force the defile in front, and, even 
if successful, would entail a large sacrifice of life. The position, 
however, is capable of being turned on its north side fiom the 
Dr6gnaiJ the hills of which are practicable, ancl it was turned in this 
manner by Brigailier-Genera11 Chambe1,lain in the expedition againd 
the Bozdars, March 1857. General Ventura and Jemadar Khushal 
Sing, with a large Silrh army, had in former yeas once tried to force 
the IChAnb~~nd, and been compelled to retire and enter into terms 
with the Bozdars; and on another occasion Deman Sawan MalJs 
army, when returning from a successh~l raicl accomplished by the 
MahG Pass, was attaclred at the same point, and lost many of its 
numbers and all its booty. Until its prestige was destroyecl by General 
Chambel-lain, the IChLnbund was therefore held by the Bozdas to be 
perfectly irnpreg.ilable. 
When the Khhbuncl is passed, the roacl gradually widens, until i t  
enters a plain called Haranbol; -which is extensively cultiw,ted by the 
Bozdars; it then follows the course of the river along its banks, 
crossing and re-crossing it until it reaches Barti, leaving which the 
next place is ICikar, a small .village with a mosque. 
The pass then bends gradnally more to the westward over low, 
undulating sand-hills, and, abancloning the river, joins it again in the 
plain extending along the foot of the Kg16 Roh from north to south. 
It then enters the gorge in the hills, though which the Sanghar 
river flows, and joins the plains beyond, passing under a high mountain 
called Hinglan. 
The name of the gorge is the Saonra Dm. 
What the Khjnbund is to them on the east, the Saonra defile is to 
.the Bozdars on the west. The Saonra is the point where the Sanghar- 
nai road passes through the I<&l& Roh range. The defile was pro- 
nounced by General Chamberlain to be impregnhle on the west. Its 
strength on that side is consequent on the mountain being scarped, 
and presenting at  its summit a precipice 0.1 from one t o  several 
hundred feet in height, not to be hwned (according to the repo1.t~ of! 
trustworthy persons) on the north nearer than by the VihowB.Pass, 
Y O  miles, and on the south nea,rer than by the Viclor, 45 miles. 
the east side it is difficult, but practicable, and the Bozdars, after their 
deleat at the ICh$nbund, did not attempt to defend it against General 
Chambcrlairt's force. 
Beyond the Saonra defile, and between it ant1 the hills deiining die 
territory of the L6ni Patl~Ans t o  the west ancl the KhetrLns to the 
south-west, the country is claimed by the Ghhlamhni section of the 
Bozdars, who, when at fued with dieir PathLn neighbours, and 
compelled to act on the defensive, retire behind the defile and close the 
only westem entrance. Beyond the Saoma defile there are roads 
either by RSajvel .to Btirklldn, or by the I-Iinglan to Thai, Bori, kc,, 
NO. 28-cowtd. 
Grass for horses and camels abouiids after the July rains, continu- 
kg  so until the months of February and March, provided rain falls 
in Januasy, as it usually does. 
Forage is most in April, mhen the ~a6i crops are nearly 
ripe. The Bozdars have but few k h a ~ ~ y  crops. All other supplies 
are scarce, in fact not procurable, as the hillmen keep their grain 
stored in caverns near their fields, removing it as required. Water is 
abunclant all along the pass from the Sanghay river, and in the days 
of the Moghals this road was one of those used for keeping open com- 
munications between Kandah* and the soutllern part of the Punjab] 
and when Sh&h Suja was defeated by Dost Mohamed IChLn in 1811, a, 
remnant of his followers returned by this route. Froin 13 to 15 days 
are given as the average time for a horseman to reach ICandahar from 
Mangrota. The length of the defile, from the plains to the I-Iinglan 
Sham, is about 80 miles. The roadway throughout is either perfectly 
good and practicable, or could be made so with ease. 
There is no doubt that were arrangements once satisfactorily made 
with the Bozdars, the Luni and MGsa Klzel PaiihBns, this route would 
be one of the best and most cliyect routes from MGltRn to Icandahar. 
2. ENTRANCE TO THE SAONRA-14 milcs-26 miles- 
L e a ~ i n g  Haibanbor, and between Bharti and it, take the I-Iiithi 
M&r road, over the low hills to the right (north), an insignificmt 
ascent, descend t o  bed of Saonra (or Sanghb), and follow it to Thalc 
or Icahir ICach. The river stony, but presents no difficnlties orclinarily. 
At Tllak, grass obtainable. Supplies to a small amount after harvest. 
Camping-ground good and open. There are two roads from Bati, one 
ascellds auld descends by Ludri Mgr, and is the shortest and most 
cfifficult. The other follows the windings of the river. The infantry 
of General ChamberlahJs force went by the former, and the guns 
and baggage by the latter. The force encamped in the Daoli-ka- 
Kachi. From the west side of the Thak, there is a path by which a 
horseman can reach the Luni river. 
3. HINGLAN KACH-12 miles-38 miles- 
Follow bed of the Sanghar or Hinglan through the Saonra defile, 
which is entered shortly after leaving the Thak camping-ground. 
No difficulties, ordinarily speaking, except for a~tillery, for which the 
route is extremely hard. Water a small stream through the becl of 
the Sanghar for G miles or so after leaving the pass. Road follows 
left bank of stream, and is commanded by hills throughout. Grass 
at the camping-ground abundant; water ditto. Ground confined and 
commanded. From Hinglan Kach there is another road which goes 
to the Sandwel Pass. Crossing the I-Iinglan hill to the south by a 
rather high and steep pass between the Sanghar and Luni, and then 
down by tihe Siran ravine, which drains to the latter, and thence to 
the Sandwel camping-ground. Grass and water abundant. Then to 
Laki Lut and Mekhta. From Hinglan Kach a road goes to Rakni, 18 
miles, along the bed of a watercourse, commanded throughout 














































Barlrban js 16  miles further. Prom Rankan, Baghao is distant 30 miles 
south-west, whence there is a road to Bora direct in two marches. 
4. RARA SI-IAM-1% miles-50 miles- 
Up the bed of I-Iinglan. Water in places (running). Bed, round 
stones and large boulders. Camp on elevated ground. Country 
open. XTood, grass, water (frompools) abundant. This borde~s on the 
Luni, Khetrbn and Bozdar boundaries. Existing differences between 
the three tribes have diverted thc traffic route between Bora, Pishin 
and Musa I<hels to  the Ruj and Musa IChel route. 
5. KHAN MOI-IAMED ~6~--15 ndes-65 miles- 
The road lies northerly. A gradual and easy descent from the 
Rara Sham. Water from the h n i  stream, some 24 feet deep. The 
" I<6tJJ is in ruins. Country flat and open for several hundred yaqds 
south-west. Grass in fair quantity. No supplies. 
6, NATI-I (MUSA I<I-IEL LAHARZA1)-17 miles-82 miles- 
Up the course of the Luni, which contains excellent water in pool8 
in places, though its s t r e m  is not perennial. 
The road is undulating, crossing low spurs (of Kakal and Sandwel?) 
which come down to the edge of the stream in places. Water in 
abundance from Luni stream. Grass, woocl, plentiful; country open. 
Live-stock possibly obtainable. 
7. GIARLAR ( K A K A R S ) - ~ ~  miles-94 miles- 
The road is undulating over gently-sloping ueder-feah~res, hut 
crosses no high hill. It lies nearly straight, westerly, and is stony in 
places. Cross in several places the Luni stream, the course of which 
is vei'y winding. Camp at juncture of Giarlais and Luni. Couneiy 
open and fit for a large camp, but desolate. No supplies. Grass and 
wood abundant. 
8. CHACI-ILO-12 miles-10 G miles- 
Follow generally the course of the Lwi .  Watel. from 13 to 2 feet 
deep, bed sandy. The route lies now and again over low hills to 
escape the ~vinclings of the stream. In places the hills come down to 
the Luni's banks, at others they me miles off. Camping-ground open. 
Country desolate; water, grass and wood in plenty. 
9. MEKI-ITAR-18 iniles-124 miles- 
Follow the Luni as in last March. Allout half-way cross a range 
of hills running north and south, which juts out from the higher 
range southerly, and almost meets a similar spur from the south 
range, forming a, narrow and impracticable pass, through which 
the Luni takes down the drainage of the Mekhtar valley. The slmr 
alluded to which is c~ossed is easy for beasts of burden. Mekhtat. 
is a village of I-Iamzazai ICakars. Supplies would probably be 
procural~le, or a t  any rate live-stock. Wood, grass, &c., abundant. 
- Xemainder of route by the Luni country, Ali Sherkot, Shambozai. - 
From Mekhttil. there is a road to Zhob thus :- 
1. JAR- 
A short march, level; a few Kiikar encampments, Water in the 
bed of a matel.-course. 
2. MARGHA- 
Long march, but level along a valley. Water in pools. 
3. TANGI- 
Water from a stream. 
4. TAODA- 
Mouth of Tangi valley. Good water from springs. 
5 .  STXRANI- 
Water good from springs. 
6. ZI-IOB. 










Thc distances from PailIda Khan Shahr to Pishin are not known, 
and the stages are oilly given in the hopes thak some coi.roboration 
of khem may be hereafter fo~xnd out. 
No. 29. 
MziItdn to B e ~ a  Gh~i.zlEha'71 by S ~ E T  ShF, axd 1Mozaf fe~~rh .  
1. SHER SHAH-9 milcs- 
A l a ~ g e  village, supplies and water and pIentifulJ encamping-ground 
good, country fairly cultivated, road good. Canal bridgedJ iwo nallahs 
bridged. There is a railway station and steam-wharf at  Sher Sh&. 
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2. MOZAFFERGARH-7 miles-1 6 miles- 
A small civil station ; supplies and water abundant ; encamping- 
ground good; country as in last stage; road good, except lor the first 
B miles, cross the Chenab a t  1i miles by a Perry. There is anomer 
road from MbltAn by Bmcler Ghkt as Pollo~vs :- 
0 Bunder Ghht ... ... 4B miles cross Chenab, 
Muraclabacl ... ... 5 ,, 
Mozslffcrgarh . *. ... 9 ,, - 
18* JJ 
The direct wad, however, is generally adopted. 
3. HORASHEA-14 miles-30 miles- 
A small village; supplies easily procurable from) neighbouring 
villages ; water from wells ; encamping-ground fair ; country par- 
tially cultivated; road heavy in places, several nallah~l all bridged ; 
pass Basirs a t  8 miles. 
4. INDUE RIVEFLleft B d  of-6 miles-36 miles- 
Supplies procurable on due notice; water plcntihl; countg and. 
roacl as above ; 9 nallahs bridged. 
Besides these nallahs two l1-anches of the Inclus intersect the road ; 
bhese are crossed in boats dwing the rains. 
5. DERA G H B r  KHAN-6 miles 6 furlongs-42 rniles 6 fur1ong.s- 
A cantonment ancl smdl civil station; supplies and water abundant; 
country and road as above. Both banks of the Indus are sandy for 
some distance, the right particulad? SO; the bed of tlme river here is 
about 3 miles broad, with a narrow channel flowing under the left 
b d ,  in tho ihy season; cross by a Ewry. From ~~ozaffe~garh there 
is another road to Della. Gbkzi IChin, which makes the following 
stages :- 
Miles. 
ICinjhLr ... . . .  ... 16 
Dera GhBzi ICh5n , + . ... ... 17 
- 
Total ... 33 
Tliere is a. post-office here, and also a telegraph station. 
P A R T  111. 
C H A P T E R  I. 
WOTES ON TEE INDUS, SCIND C-NrlLS, AND INDUS VALLEY RAILWAY. 
The river Inclus begins t o  rise in March, attains its greatest 
size in August, and falls in September. 
I t  is navigable at all seasons for na.tive boats ancl steamers; thc 
for~ncr can bc collected to ally extent. Tllcre are stc~rncrs and flats iu 
conilcction wit11 the Inclus Valley Railway wllich will be most useful 
fgr the transport of supplies to \vliatevcr clcp8ts 011 the Inclns may bc 
fixecl on. 
During the in~mdation season the river overflows its baiiks Eor 
many iniles in some places. 
Canals. 
l%e navigable canals coilnected with the Inclus are the Bigtiri 
between Shilitirplir ancl Jacobabacl; it is thus descril~ed in the Scind 
Gazetteer :- 
" The Bi&ri Canal is the largest in tllc watcr systcln of this 
district, and taps tlie Inclus at its extreme south-eastern bonnclaiy, 
forming for about 50 miles of its course a well-defined line oE demar- 
cation between this district (Frontier District of Scincl) n~icl tlie 
ShikBrpGr Collectorate. In  1851, this caiia,l was at its heacl only 
24 feet wide, with a depth of 'J feet; but in 185B, sa~iction was obtaincd 
for enlarging ii; at a cost of Rs. 1,30,094, ancl on tlle 13th April 18541, 
the work having been satisfactorily coinpletecl, the ~vatcr mas admitted 
iuto i t  from the Inclus, ancl this reached Jacobabad 50 miles distant, 
in sistceil hours. 
" I n  1856, tlie Big&$ was capable of being nnvigatccl by large 
boats from one cncl to the other-a distance of nearly 78 miles." 
It is now rcported navigable by boats cluring the seasoil of inun- 
dation. I t s  lengtl~ is 85 miles. 
The *Salrlmar Cand flows through the Sakkar District; it is 713 miles 






















'The Iuclus Valley State Ridway is broad-ga11ge. The follonri~ig is 
the list .of stations from ,M,6lGll t o  ICotri :- 
1. Slier Shall Station. 
2. Bdc11 J J  
3 .  Shujabncl J J  
4. Gil&malA J J  
5. Loclllran J J  
G .  Bahawalpw ,, 
7. Samsata J J  
8. Moba~ikpur ,, 
9. Ahnledpllr ,, 
10.' Channi Gllote ,, 
11. Cho~vclri J J  
12. Yiroza J J  
13. I<CZltii~p~'ir J J 
1.4. I<otsoinaba ,, 
15. Nowshera ,, 
16. Sadilrabad ,, 
17. Walhar J J  
18. Reti J J 
19. Iihairpnr J J  
20. Mirpar J J  
21. S i r h d  J J  
28. Ghotki J J  
23 .  Maliesra J J  
24. Pano Akil ,, 
26 .  Sangi Stztion. 
26. Rohri J J  
27. Salrlzar ' J J  
2s. Bagarji J J  
29. Rdk 
J J  
30. Madeji J J  
31. Manudero ,, 
32. Lal'kalla J J 
33. Bakrani J J  
34. Badra J J  
36. Radllan J J  
30. Sita Rond ,, 
37. Phdlji J J  
38. Dai16 J J  
39. . Bhan J J  
40. Sehwan J J  
41. Laki J J  
42. Am~:i J J  
'43. Sam J J  
44. Manjhand 
45. Gopang J J  
416, B6ilaliir J J  
47. , Petaro J J  
48. I<otri J J  
Pro~n, KhLnplir station a r o d  ilrnils to Raj6npLir vid CCZlLchar and 
MithanlrBt. There is a ferry at IIitha~lkBt at which there are usually 
li) or 12 boats. More can be easily collectecl 
The road is swampy ailcl difficult to traverse up t o  end of Novem- 
ber, and even tllen rnn,lly clepressiolls containing water re~llain to be 
crossed. Forage a,~ld supplies are pleiitiEulJ water abundant. Tlic follow- 
ing are &out the clistanccs :- 
1. ChBcha~ ... ... 16 milei. 
2. Mithailkdt . . .  ,.. 10 ,, 
3 .  Rajinpdr .,. , . . 10 ,, 
Froill Nolvl;hera station a ~soacl rtuls by Ab:iill,dr Sarin and. the 
MaklC'a,nbcln ferry t o  ItojhAu. Description of r o d  as above. Exact 
r o ~ ~ t c  not known. 
Ret,i stan,tion is tllc nearest to  Kasmor. Information repriling 
road call be obtaiincd fro111 the Collector of Robri. 



